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Abstract. 
 

This thesis explores the balance between abstraction and empathy in 

experiential filmmaking. This is represented through the presentation of four 

film installations, A Forever (2014), Swarm Frequency (2015), Brooklyn 

Artifact (2014) and Chemicals and Light (2015). To support and provide 

documentation of these works is a three-part written thesis covering the 

history of abstraction, empathy and einfühlung in relation to art theory and 

practice, a discussion of the methodologies involved in my studio practice 

and exploration of the films as they relate to empathy and abstraction in the 

twenty-first century. To begin, Part One provides a brief history of the 

complicated etymology and interpretation of empathy to outline the basis for 

the continued evolution of empathy and abstraction over the past century. 

Given that many of the techniques and ideas I employ in my studio practice 

were most prevalent in the early 1900s, the essay then goes on the address 

the relevance of these aspects in a contemporary framework. Part Two 

looks at specific methodologies, how in some cases they have been 

modernised for use today and the significance of these processes in 

upholding the ideals of Absolute filmmaking. To add to this there is also 

discussion of the abstractions of narrative and method in creating empathic 

experiences and challenging the audience’s notions of viewership and the 

space. Part Three deals with each film clearly in its conception, how it 

contributes to the body of work as a whole, artist influences and personal 

critique. 

 

Through my work I aim to provide a means for escape. A space in which an 

unconscious appreciation for movement and a pure cinematic experience 

can be felt. At the same time my work presents a challenge to the critical 

mind. Through abstraction of narrative, methodologies and space the viewer 

is encouraged to consider their preconceptions of cinema and empathic 

entertainment. When presented with this balance of abstraction and 

empathy the viewer may then, through personal projection, take away an 

appreciation of form and motion -an instinctual immersion- or begin a 

discussion of intention, physical constructs and experience.  
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Part One. 

Empathy and Abstraction.  
 

This discussion aims to address the changing concept of empathy and the 

influence of abstraction in the development of fine art filmmaking. I also 

hope to shed light on how these pre-1970’s ideas and disputes are intrinsic 

to presenting my work in a contemporary framework. To present this to the 

audience in my work I must first come to an understanding of where the 

concepts that I employ have stemmed from both to directly use them in my 

practice and to justify their application in the twenty-first century. 

 

The concept of einfühlung is one that plays a significant role in my ideas of 

experience and immersion. I must begin this discussion by returning to my 

2013 essay, Immersion, Energy and Movement in the Filmic Experience1 to 

address my previous understanding of empathy, as it exists in art theory and 

philosophy. In the essay I wrote about the works of Len Lye and the 

influences early experimental and mainstream cinema had on his art. Lye’s 

ideas on movement and energy in film have been very influential in my own 

work, particularly in 2013 when I began to look into Lye’s use of empathy. I 

referenced Lye’s discovery of Robert Vischer and his contribution to the 

concept of einfühlung (empathy). However it is now that I have committed 

myself to further understanding of the terms that I have come to realise that 

my original understanding of einfühlung was merely a scratch on the surface 

of a much larger issue. In this section I wish to detail a more in depth history 

of the concept as it relates to art theory and in doing so build a more firm 

                                                        
1 Appendix 4. For full essay, Immersion Energy and the Filmic Experience. 

argument for the use of empathy and, as it will be discussed, abstraction, in 

the works of contemporary artists in light of the early controversies it stirred.  

 

Firstly I must address my previous understanding of einfühlung, which I now 

see to be incomplete. I had stated in Immersion, Energy and Movement in 

the Filmic Experience; 

  

Among his [Vischer’s] contributions to art history was, perhaps most 

significantly, his theories on analysis of art works based on aesthetic 

principles and impressions2. The point to take from this is that he 

was the inventor of the term, einfühlung meaning ‘feeling-into’ or as 

it was introduced to the English language in 1909, empathy.3 (Wells 

3) 

 

While these points are what Lye was specifically concerned with in his work, 

it is still a simplified view of the matter. In hindsight, after the research I have 

done over the last twelve months I can see that it is hardly acceptable to use 

einfühlung or suggest an understanding of the concept without having 

looked into the history behind it. Taking the modern definition at face value 

does not do it any justice. In the following essay I aim to show a more 

thorough understanding so as to determine which aspects of this once hotly 

debated concept are relevant to contemporary artists and my own practice. 
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Interpretations of Einfühlung and Abstraction. 
 

As a word, einfühlung first appeared in Vischer’s essay, Uber das Obtische 

Formgefühl: Ein Beitag zur Aesthetik (On Optical Sense of Form: A 

Contribution to Aesthetics) 1873. However the origin of the concept of 

einfühlung is thought to have arisen in the philosophies of Johann Gottfried 

Herder (Nowak 302-303) in the late 18th and early 19th centuries during the 

German Romantic period. At this stage the concept was applied to literature, 

history, art and nature and was less focussed on one’s ability to connect with 

another human being, as it is more frequently used today. In her article The 

Complicated History of Einfühlung, Magdelena Nowak explains;  

 

The Romantics used the term Einfühlen to describe the unification of 

the subject and object which enabled the existence of aesthetic 

value. In Treatise on the Origin of Language (1772), Herder also 

stated that empathy is needed in the interpretation of texts, cultures 

and history. (Nowak 303)  

 

She refers to the Romantic philosophers Jean Paul, Novalis and Friedrich 

Schelling also using the term, all three of who were working and indeed died 

before the ‘official’ coining of einfühlung. (It should be noted that the terms 

they were using were the related einfühlen and sich einfühlen, also used by 

Vischer’s father, Friedrich Vischer in his writings on architectural forms. 

These are a more direct translation, at least in modern German, to the 

English, empathy.) As a concept, einfühlung was demonstrably in use 

several decades before the German Romantic era and almost one hundred 

years prior to the recognised coining by Vischer in 1873 (Hyatt 269).  

Attempting to establish a timeline on which to situate einfühlung has in itself 

caused controversy as to who first coined the phrase. According to Laura 

Hyatt Edwards, several other philosophers and historians, such as Berlin, 

Forster and Pinotti (Hyatt Edwards 269) believe Herder did so several 

decades earlier than Vischer. Some early examples of einfühlung noted by 

Nowak in the above mentioned article include the philosophy of Herder, 

which detailed the thought that people were able to perceive human qualities 

in natural phenomena, “Herder endowed Nature with a consciousness which 

could be penetrated by man thanks to empathy. Empathy leads to a mystical 

union of the subject and the object, Man and Nature” (Nowak 303). It may 

appear trivial that there should be such a debate over who first developed 

the idea however as will be shown, the sheer number of philosophers and 

art historians who tried to influence and define einfühlung would ultimately 

lead to the discrediting of the concept. 

 

From this information I can identify the following issues presented by 

einfühlung. The first being that philosophers attempted to establish it as a 

philosophical theory and how the art theory use of the term both affected 

and was influenced by this debate. Secondly the translation to English and 

the etymological implications of this presented further issues for those 

working with the concepts of einfühlung and empathy. 

 

As the nineteenth century came to a close and the twentieth century brought 

with it mass-culture and new artistic technologies there came a need for 

einfühlung to be more critically assessed. In 1909 einfülung was introduced 

to the English language as empathy by the British Psychologist Edward 

Bradford Titchener. Rae Greiner thoroughly explores the specifics of the 

word in, 1909: The Introduction of the Word ‘Empathy’ into English (Greiner). 

The similarity to the pre-existing sympathy and lack of a clear definition from 
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the word understanding lead to the three words being used interchangeably. 

Even today, often in general speech, one is replaced by the other. An 

important point Greiner makes in her paper suggests that empathy,   

 

…should be thought of less as an improvement over a sympathy 

understood as old-fashioned, pitying condescension than an 

innovation in theorizing a relation with which the first philosophers of 

sympathy were also concerned, that between the thinking mind, 

emotion, and aesthetic form. (Greiner)  

 

Empathy was hinting at being a complex, aesthetic variant of sympathy but 

was not given credible definition. Over the twenty years that empathy 

underwent its strongest critique (Greiner) philosophers debated not only the 

views of others but also began questioning and redefining their own initial 

thoughts. At the centre of these discussions was the role empathy plays in 

identification. As I have mentioned Vischer and Herder’s ideas on an 

individual’s relationship to history, art and nature were the starting points for 

this but soon to follow their thinking on identification was Friedrich Nietzsche 

who identified the ability for a viewer to become overly immersed in a work. 

This concept was discouraged by Herder who was opposed to excessive 

identification or separation from a subject by the individual as it would cause 

a distorted perception (Forster). Intended to be seen as an affirmation of the 

significance of the art it lead to further critique and the eventual rejection of 

empathy as a positive descriptor and element in art and philosophy 

(Edwards 304). Ultimately the issue was that empathy could not be accepted 

as an objective cognitive theory. Yet another factor which raised questions 

was that it was believed that the mentioned philosophers had hand-picked 

subjects, the perfect spectators, people who were intelligent and able to 

make the definition between themselves and the art, literature etc. They 

were able to then deal with their experiences and feelings in a logical 

manner, as predicted by the theorists and practitioners. The issue arose 

when the experiences of the general public, influenced by the prevalence of 

cinema and pop culture began to show a lack of critical consideration and 

this changing line of thought lead to ‘excessive’ immersion, effectively 

negating prior thinking on empathy (Hyatt Edwards 304-306). To add to this, 

in his Ph.D. dissertation, Vischer used einfühlung to look at how people are 

able to, “enter into a piece of art or literature and feel the emotions that the 

artist had worked to represent” (McLaren). His intention was that the viewer 

actively participates in the viewing of a work of art contributing to the 

interpretation of its aesthetic value. But this shifted the focus from the 

artwork itself to the viewers’ experience of it, “the meaning of art lies in the 

reception and the recipient, not the object” (Nowak 304) and with this 

affirmation the romantic ideal of einfühlung was destroyed. The destruction 

of the romantic ideal was not the end of the defamation of einfühlung. It was 

not only that the work of art was no longer the central focus, as we know 

many contemporary works aim to challenge the viewer, it was that the 

viewers themselves came under scrutiny. With the rise of pop-culture and 

cinema in the early 1900’s the people were criticized for too easily becoming 

immersed and establishing a connection with the art. And of course with this 

came also the need to criticise the artists for making the work too simple to 

interpret. Even before this the development of the mass-culture 

phenomenon saw the theories of einfühlung driven into the obsolete (Nowak 

307). The realistic art of the previous century became naïve and thoughtless 

and those viewers making a connection with the work were seen as 

unintelligible. Noting that empathy and einfühlung had been rejected I now 

must question how it was that twentieth century artists could have 
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confidently used an idea that was discredited (or at least seen as 

unfavourable) decades earlier. How could it be that artists like Lye and Stan 

Brakhage were able to reference empathy as a credible component in their 

work?  

 

In 1908, art historian Wilhelm Worringer published his thesis Abstraktion und 

Einfühlung (Abstraction and Empathy). In this he identifies two aesthetic 

poles, the abstract and the empathic. As Hilton Kramer quotes Worringer in 

his introduction to the 1953 English translation of the work:  

 

Whereas the precondition for the urge to empathy is a happy 

pantheistic relationship of confidence between man and the 

phenomena of the external world, the urge to abstraction is the 

outcome of a greater inner unrest inspired in man by the 

phenomena of the outside world; in a religious respect it 

corresponds to a strongly transcendental tinge in all notions. We 

might describe this state as an immense spiritual dread of space. 

(Worringer x) 

 

Many of Worringer’s thoughts were based on the writings of Theodor Lipps 

(Nowak 313) who questioned the relevance and reliability of empathy in 

relation to art through its use in more general interpersonal relationships 

(Jahoda 156). In summary, the issue raised was that if empathy is based off 

of one’s own understanding of the world how can applying general indicators 

of experiences by the individual but observed in others provide a true 

understanding of that other person? How is it that, “the ‘me’ become[s] 

transformed into the generic ‘self’?” (Jahoda 156). This question of empathy 

challenges whether what we all feel and how we show it is in some way 

similar. It is a difficult matter to approach, still often questioned and is one of 

the many reasons empathy was discredited. On the one hand it could be 

seen as an over-simplification of unique personal experiences and on the 

other if we do not generalize experience can only be seen as a failure to 

present one person’s experience to another through its very nature. Through 

his writings Worringer further advanced the favourability of abstraction, as 

Nowak writes in reference to the realistic art of ancient Greece and 

Renaissance Italy:  

 

Other times and cultures are characterized by the ‘urge to 

abstraction’, typical for developed civilizations. Primitive culture is 

characterized by the need for ‘things as such’, the realist urge. 

Abstraction involves some kind of anxiety and distance, and 

empathy is a convenient, friendly contact between the spectator and 

work. An empathic viewer, liberating himself emotionally lets his 

subjectivity dissolve in the work of art. (Nowak 313). 

 

With the rise of abstraction and particularly the development of art 

movements such as Fauvism, Cubism and Expressionism einfühlung was 

pushed even further out of modern favour, seen to represent the ‘primitive’ 

and ‘art-less’ realistic works of the nineteenth century. To put it simply, 

abstraction was more clearly seen to require intellect and objective 

interpretation from the viewer as well as the creator. “There is no more the 

positive ‘immersion’ in a work of art described by Nietzsche. Empathy 

became the domain of common people who thought they could contemplate 

art” (Nowak 313). To briefly conclude the final demise of einfühlung, Nowak 

highlights the influence of Bertolt Brecht in the 1930’s with his ‘empathy 

theatre.’ With this he demonstrated that viewers were unable to control their 
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engagement and allowed themselves to become immersed, without 

reflection, in empathy theatre. The style did not attempt to provoke and 

instead allowed the audience to ‘live through’ another person’s experience, 

showing their lack of objectivity (Nowak 314). This observation was mirrored 

with the rise of mainstream cinema and rejected by pockets of artists 

working with film. It is thanks to these opposing preferences and critiques 

that I am able to draw my own interpretations of the balance between 

abstraction and empathy. 

 

Viewing these arguments from the twenty-first century it seems that it would 

have been easy to polarize empathy and abstraction and the works that fall 

under such categories. It almost appears to have been forgotten or 

infrequently addressed the ideas of Worringer, that empathy and abstraction 

must both be considered and expressed, “perhaps this means that 

Abstraction and Empathy are opposite positions that absolutely must be held 

onto simultaneously” (Ashford). In a writing on excerpts from his lecture We 

Sometimes Say Dreams When We Want to Say Hopes, or Wishes, or 

Aspiration, Doug Ashford interprets Worringer’s writings as suggesting 

abstraction can still be emotive, “things outside us, Worringer implied, need 

to be redrawn to our overcome anxiety in their presence – rediscovered in 

collective experience and individual perception” (Ashford). 

 

What I am able to take from this new understanding of empathy is that it was 

never truly resolved. The original term einfühlung arose as a unique way to 

describe the personal, human connection to art, literature, nature and history. 

Almost immediately it was challenged as a concept in philosophy and art, 

from who coined the word to how it is applied and its credibility in these 

fields. As it has been discussed, the English translation of einfühlung to 

empathy introduced a new complication, bringing up again the matter of 

whether or not it is a favourable tool and more significantly how the word 

should be used and interpreted. Perhaps it would be better to view 

einfühlung as an ancestor to empathy as opposed to a direct translation. 

During the early days of einfühlung and empathy both underwent much 

reconsideration, which has lead to a wide spectrum of understandings of 

both terms with few strictly defined boundaries of their meaning, many of 

which oppose one another rendering it an unreliable descriptor without an 

instance-specific definition. Whichever way you look at it, you can only 

handpick the definition that suits your purpose. In a way this transient 

description embodies the very application and history of einfühlung. On the 

other side of the story we have abstraction, which aims, in a way, to resolve 

the issue of empathy. It is creative, intelligent and requires active thought, 

qualities which were originally used in defining einfühlung. Take a moment 

to consider abstract and realist art from the perspective of a non-critical 

untrained eye. On sight alone abstract art may appear less complicated or 

detailed than realist art. The passive viewer may find greater appreciation for 

a realist work and overlook the intellectual process of abstraction, instead 

seeing it as more simplistic. Abstraction often appears more simple in 

presentation and complicated in the thought process where conversely 

empathic art often appears complicated visually and more simplistic in its 

conception. Each opposes one another and itself. Abstraction and 

einfühlung/empathy must be considered in relation to one another to give 

each meaning. When considered from one individual’s point of view the two 

can be opposites, but when considering the two opposing viewpoints (the 

‘intellectual’ versus the ‘passive/non-critical’) they can be seen as very 

similar. Nowak describes einfühlung as a “clash between two opposing 

forces” (374), going on to compare the human need for, “immersion and 
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oblivion” (374) on one hand and, “distrust of the object and desire to study it 

critically” (374) on the other. “As it turned out both these ways of ‘being’ are 

inherent to empathy and both are integral aspects of human existence” 

(Nowak 324). This affirms the idea of empathy as an example of the human 

psyche, that by its definition it combines both the passive and the critical. 

Abstraction is then required to provide a process, which can omit any form of 

connection without being detrimental to the viewers’ understanding. 
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Empathy and Abstraction as Combined Notions in Film. 
 

From the beginning of the 1920’s the emergence of film as an art form and 

medium for entertainment started to bring to light new concerns with 

empathy and abstraction. There developed a division between the 

Hollywood-style cinema and more liberal fine-art films. While in some areas 

of art, such as painting there had been a rejection of empathy there became 

an interest in its importance to viewership with regards to film, particularly in 

defining mainstream works, designed for entertainment, from experimental 

film. Filmmaking was (and still is) generally documenting human existence 

or activities both real and scripted. “Cinema even more than music seems 

dominated by documentary and fiction functions, both of which relied on film 

recording human activities which had their primary existence and meaning 

outside the film theatre” (Moritz “The Absolute Film”). In response to this 

Absolute film arose in 1920’s Germany, driven by the works of Hans Richter, 

Walter Ruttmann, Oskar Fischinger and Viking Eggeling. It was a cinema of 

pure abstraction. It sought to represent motion and form in time in a similar 

vein to Absolute music4. The artists’ aim was to produce work that was only 

able to be expressed through the medium of film. Not moving portraits or 

recounts of stories but films that stimulated the senses in the first instance 

rather than making them secondary to the narrative, as Vischer believed, 

“the visual artist should enjoy motion for its own sake, completely apart from 

its motive” (in Horrocks “Art that Moves” 10). 

 

                                                        
4 Abstract music is non-representational music originating in the German Romantic period. It is 
instrumental music with no specific storyline or other use, ‘music for music’s sake’. (“Absolute 
Music”) 

Many other names for the style emerged, ‘avant-garde’ and ‘experimental’ 

being the two still most commonly in use today, which William Moritz 

describes as, “the first of which unfortunately implies military scouts invading 

enemy territory and the second of which sadly implies the filmmaker groping 

for some unclear result” (“The Absolute Film”). This sheds light quite clearly 

on how the terms are interpreted and projected onto the work by the viewer. 

In each instance they may not necessarily provide a true and unbiased 

description of the nature of work. Developing at the same time and in most 

cases overlapping and interchangeable with Absolute film was abstract 

filmmaking. Early on, for the most part, these were animated works, a 

technique that aided the abstraction process. While the two terms had 

mostly been used in a homogenous manner there has been a shift in 

modern art theory to favour abstract and experimental as descriptors over 

Absolute. Absolute filmmaking bares the connotations of an older era and 

gives the impression of being stricter in its concept. Abstract, conversely 

appears more open and more accessible to the modern artist with much 

looser boundaries surrounding technique and realisation, a more typical 

construction for genre or movement in modern times as we see less use of 

manifestos and structure than in the twentieth century and earlier. It is 

interesting that abstract would be the favoured term for the modern artist, 

given its complicated history developing from einfühlung. When considered, 

abstract and Absolute are very similar, both focussing on critical thought and 

an abstraction of form and/or method. The most obvious reason for the 

favouring of abstract that I can find is that Absolute is simply out dated, too 

attached to a particular time in the history of filmmaking to be useful in a 

modern context. The ideas of this brief niche movement are ones that must 

be kept in mind though. Absolute film still encourages a kinetic connection, a 

kind of empathy through energy while making use of some of the most 
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important aspects of abstraction in order to establish these immersive 

experiences. Absolute film encompasses Worringer’s idea that abstraction 

and empathy must be acknowledged simultaneously. Experiential 

filmmaking might be considered a modern equivalent to Absolute film 

however it does raise the issue of being almost exclusively concerned with 

the viewers experience of the work rather than holding the process of 

creation as the point of greatest importance. 

 

The works of Len Lye, James Whitney and Paul Sharits also make use of 

Worringer’s considerations of empathy and abstraction in art. In Immersion, 

Energy and Movement in the Filmic Experience, I spoke frequently of the 

works of Lye as a significant influence to my practice both in his 

methodologies and the ideas behind these. Lye’s interest in the theories of 

evolution and the energy of life has been well documented in his films, 

sculptures and by art historians. His interest in motion is thought to have 

been linked to these basics of life (Horrocks “Art that Moves” 7) as depicted 

in films such as Free Radicals (1958) (img.1) and Tusalava (1929) (img.2). 

Firstly I want to look at Tusalava and how it combines abstraction and 

empathy.  While this is undeniably a work of abstract animation one cannot 

help but be drawn in by the inherent narrative of energy driving the film from 

start to finish. This morphing organism-like work takes us through the 

narrative of a lifecycle and through the building and diminishing form of the 

music. Of course as I have discussed in my previous writing the narrative 

curve (img.3) in itself is simply a transfer of energy. It must begin small, build 

to a climax and then resolve. As we know, energy cannot be created or 

destroyed; instead, in all instances we must experience it’s transferal and 

resolution even in narrative as we do so in life. The name of the film 

Tusalava is taken from the Samoan language, suggesting, "in the end 

everything is just the same" (Horrocks “Composing Motion” 184). So while 

we can see that visually and in some aspects of its theory, Tusalava 

appears to be an abstract work there is also this matter of the narrative and 

the tendency for the viewer to sink into the morphing forms, a feature of 

empathic art. In this we see the ideas of Worringer in action that the two, 

empathy and abstraction, should be held on to at the same time. It is 

through works such as this that we are able to see the strange phenomenon 

of humans being able to connect emotionally and physically with non-

realistic form. The mind’s ability to recreate observed activity is an aspect of 

empathy and imitation vital to our evolution and growth. In order to learn any 

activity we first observe before attempting to recreate the action with no prior 

haptic experience. Reiner mentions Empathy, Form and Space; Problems in 

German Aesthetics, 1873-1893 in which Harry Francis Mullgrave and 

Eleftherios Ikonomou draw attention to the physiological side of einfühlung:  

 

For instance, Robert Vischer’s ‘muscular’ empathy, which links 

aesthetic appreciation to the rhythmic experiences of the body’s 

‘self-motions,’ or his conviction that certain ‘loud’ colors ‘might 

actually provoke and auditory response. As Vischer puts it ‘[w]e 

move in and with the forms.’ (in Greiner) 
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Img.1 
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As mentioned above, the original thought had been that a work that was 

realistic would undoubtedly create empathy and the point of abstraction was 

to prevent this. However regardless of how real or abstract a work may be 

there is in each case still documented experience of immersion and 

empathy, as Worringer had suggested and as Absolute film often expresses. 

To some extent this could be due to Julia Kristeva’s argument for the viewer 

choosing immersion. Nowak discusses the writings of the French 

philosopher in her book Histoires d’Amour, 1987, saying Kristeva shows that 

empathy comes out of a conscious decision to engage and that it is not 

uncritical (in Nowak 319-320). But another thing to consider, alongside 

intentions of the artist, is the individual’s desire to also understand. Ashford 

explains;  

 

Such an abstraction is still emotive then – but a production of 

feelings that can reconcile our apprehension with the outside world. 

Things outside us, Worringer implied, need to be redrawn to our 

overcome anxiety in their presence – rediscovered in collective 

experience and individual perception. To make an abstract image of 

the world, he said, is not to admit incompetence at depiction or 

mimesis but rather to embrace a psychological need to show the 

world as seen through the imperfect distortions of humanity. (4) 

 

Similarly, with regard to Lye’s work, Horrocks writes, “one of his favourite 

themes was, ‘the beginnings of organic life up to [the] development of an 

anxiety all human’” (“Art that Moves” 7-8). This suggests that at the basis of 

his work there is an inherent need for humans to understand, to quell the 

fear of the unknown. From this one may also draw the conclusion that the 

desire to empathise and immerse also stems from the same place, that in 

our fears and unknowing there is a need to escape, to not be concerned with 

the questions of life. Perhaps the early opposition of einfühlung saw the 

ease of immersion as a naïve view of life, that not considering the bigger 

issues was detrimental or unintelligent but it is becoming more apparent that 

abstraction can be used as a key to a greater understanding, both 

intellectually and empathically, yet another argument for Worringer’s case. 

To further Kristeva and Worringer’s claims Bruce Posner suggests; 

  

Add to a stationary abstract composition the dimension of actual 

movement and the associated corollary element of time (movement 

in time is a given in film), and the abstract film shifts into the act of 

consciousness itself. Each person can read the films in a highly 

personal idiosyncratic manner somewhat akin to a psychiatric 

Rorschach test. Although an artist can claim authority over the 

content of his creation and its desired impact, the viewer's 

experience is dominated by their own impressionistic, moment-to-

moment perceptual reading of the ribbon of images. (Posner 2) 

 

Posner then goes on to discuss the works of Sharits, specifically his 1976 

work Dream Displacement as harnessing the physiological aspect of how we 

perceive the moving image in film both as a viewer and the mechanical 

production of the images. Sharits conducted extensive research, possibly 

more in depth than any filmmaker on record, into the physical actions of 

cinematic techniques (Posner 2). He embraced the machines and functions 

of filmmaking to “create actual motion (rather than illustrate it)” (Liebman 10).  

Particularly in works such as Ray Gun Virus (1966) (img.4), and Dream 

Displacement (1976) (img.5) we see Sharits’ embrace mechanical elements 
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of film creation, such as the visible sprockets in Dream Displacement and 

the physical effect film can have on the viewer with the extensive use of 

flicker in both works. Working in the same decade, Whitney explores 

empathy through abstraction in psychedelic works such as Lapis (1966) 

(img.6) and earlier than this with his geometric animations. These could be 

described as experiential abstractions, ones that are not based on the 

abstraction of another subject but instead focus, using abstract forms, on a 

physical experience (Posner 2).   
 

Despite the early attempts for abstraction to be a method of isolating the 

viewer by encouraging critical thinking without immersion, due to our desire 

to understand, combined with the natural tendency towards empathy even in 

the face of non-realistic forms (particularly in film) as both an emotional 

connection and a physical one, abstract art has instead come to present a 

more thorough understanding and greater emotional pull between viewer 

and art. It is in this way that we see abstraction and empathy working 

together. The supporters of abstraction over einfühlung were quick to 

assume abstraction was the ‘superior’ to empathy, for the very reasons 

einfühlung was rejected in the first instance. It is in human nature to connect. 

The theorists of einfühlung were accused of selecting the ‘perfect viewer,’ 

able to remain detached, but in describing abstraction those theorists did the 

same thing, defining the art as requiring critical thinking, the only difference 

being that it was acknowledged that some viewers did not have the training 

to fully appreciate the work. Over the decades what we have seen happen is 

a combining of empathy and abstraction aided by the filmmaking movement. 

Through both critical and passive mass-viewership of the pop-culture 

phenomenon it was inevitable that the matter would come full circle, to a 

point where the viewer would establish a connection with the work (either 

through the process of abstraction-empathy or through empathy alone) 

producing a strengthened relationship between themselves and the piece. 

 

It is at this stage that I must reiterate my initial purpose for discussing 

empathy and abstraction. Prior to embarking on this line of research I have 

always said that my work uses empathy to create immersive experiences for 

the viewer. This notion I originally took from an understanding of empathy as 

it stood in the mid twentieth century. As an artist working in the twenty-first 

century it is my need to justify the use of a theory most commonly discussed 

in abstract filmmaking more than half and century ago. In pursuing this I 

have brought to light a very complicated history and ultimately have gained a 

greater understanding of where my work stems from. In going even further 

back in time, to as early as philosophers of the eighteenth century, I have 

been able to find ideas that support the continued use of empathy and 

abstraction as a dual concept in contemporary art, however as I will now 

discuss in Part Two this is not always necessarily represented. 
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Img.4 
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Img.5 
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Img.6* 

* Due to resource availability this is the highest resolution still of this film available. 
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Part Two. 

Methodologies. 
 

Let me begin this section by stating that as a filmmaker my primary concern 

is with energy. One could interpret that as motion, sound or emotive 

understanding, be it in the viewing of the work or in its creation. I choose to 

define my work as abstract film, influenced by Absolute film the ideals of 

direct filmmaking and experiential cinema. In Part Two I briefly address 

Absolute film and its variants before going on to discuss the importance of 

the methodologies I use and the significance of process to the conception of 

and response to the work itself. 

 

I practice in a ‘computer-age’ where very easily I could produce films 

completely from a digital screen. Yet I choose to use methods derived from 

the beginning of the 1900s. Why? Because of energy. Because of the 

integrity of the artists’ hand, because of empathy, abstraction and immersion. 

The reasons are many. Throughout 2013 my work was concerned with 

finding relevance and reassurance that it was alright to reject the popular 

Hollywood form and related genres of filmmaking in favour of older ideas in 

experimental styles. The drive behind the opposing force was how the 

Hollywood machine has created an industry and monopolised this leaving 

little space for acknowledgement outside of the institution. Few other 

mediums present such a complicated relationship between the consumerist 

form and what became the artistic niches. As mentioned in Part One, with 

the rise of mass-culture the viewers became less critical and more immersed 

in art, particularly film. It seems that this has continued with a generalised 

mass-education of film as a specific, narrative, empathic form of 

entertainment. Thanks to early criticism of this, small groups of artists 

continued to challenge this with movements such as Absolute Film, Cinema 

Pur, experimental filmmaking, avant-garde and forms of motion art. And 

small these movements were, as Bruce Posnor in his introduction to 

Articulated Light: The Emergence of Abstract Film in America, notes, many 

of the great film artists of the early twentieth century are unheard of and 

certainly not represented in any way available to the public, “no one culprit 

stands to be accused, but the pity lies in the wasted beauty and the loss of 

critical aesthetic discourse that could be generated by these gems of artistic 

innovation” (2). Even today, with the heightened accessibility to sources 

through the Internet it is still difficult to find strong contemporary artists who 

share in my desire to create Absolute-inspired film. As Posner said, many of 

the artists in the twentieth century were not well known and it is my 

suspicion that this is also the case in the twenty-first century. Through my 

research I have looked into artists such as Pippilotti Rist, TeZ, Yoko Seyama, 

Makino Takashi, Greg Pope and Yolande Harris. These artists all work with 

projection, installation, sound and film, using these mediums to address the 

way we perceive space in time. (In Part Three I will discuss the work of 

these artists and the influences they have had in relation to my films.) While 

Posnor feels there is no single source of this loss of pure cinema, my 

question is why? Why is it that after the lengthy debates surrounding 

empathy and abstraction the field has simply succumbed to a default of 

empathy? Some may argue that many of the popular movies today do 

incorporate elements of abstract representation but I would suggest that this 

is a tradition started several decades earlier. As it has been noted 

filmmakers in the early 1900’s would often attempt to ‘smuggle’ these 

moments of critical thought into their works. With the creation of films for 

financial gain and now chronologically so distanced from a time where some 

filmmakers were most passionate about abstraction, it would not be unfair to 
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guess that such moments exist more so for aesthetic value than to evoke 

the hints of revolution they may have last century. My feeling is that it is in 

human nature to take the easy route, the viewer must be willing to challenge 

him/her self to seek a deeper critique of the work. Until that point there 

remains a divide between empathic and abstract film that does not address 

the need for simultaneous representation of these factors. 

 

So then I must contemplate my secondary concern, immersion. Is it 

acceptable then for me to hold this as an ideal experience for my audience? 

The statements above may suggest that it is not. However I would return to 

Worringer and remind you that immersion and empathy should work in 

relation to abstraction. To what extent am I able to create films that combine 

these opposing notions? Not simply ‘is it possible?’ but also ‘is it right?’ Can 

I claim to uphold the ideals of Absolute filmmaking while also aiming to 

achieve the hypnotic draw of an empathic film? In a word, yes. We can take 

Kristeva’s idea that it is the viewer’s choice and accept that they will not be 

concerned with the aspect they refuse. We can also consider Mary Ellen 

Bute when she says, ‘our enjoyment of an Absolute Film depends solely on 

the effect it produces,’ (Bute 8) which could easily be an enjoyment of pure 

movement or a more critical deciphering of the artist’s intention or the 

viewer’s own understanding. 

 

Perhaps a more simple way to look at it is to pare back to the basics, to the 

physical creation of Absolute film and the original struggle of film artists 

against Hollywood. 

 

The creative artist of the highest level always worked at his best 

alone, moving far ahead of his time. And this shall be our basic 

tenet : that the Creative Spirit shall be unobstructed by realities or 

anything else that spoils this absolute pure creation. And so we 

must cut out the tremendous mountains of valueless motion picture 

productions of the past and future-the mountain ranges of soap 

bubbles-and we must concentrate on the tiny golden thread 

underneath which is hardly visible beneath the glamorous, 

sensational excitement, securely buried for a long time, especially in 

our own era when the big producing and distributing monopolies 

control every motion picture screen in an airtight grip. (Fischinger 4) 

 

The methodologies I employ are the embodiment of one of my greatest 

concerns and through this expression and seemingly simple façade opens 

discussion to a more in depth and personal philosophical exploration. I need 

energy and motion in my work, not only for the finished product to uphold my 

ideas but also in the physical creation of the work itself. In the 1920’s the 

Dada filmmakers were concerned about the loss of the artist’s hand. They 

thought that through the rapidly developing technologies of film the 

impression an artist leaves on his/her work, the note of humanness, the 

hints of a process and effort would be lost. I have previously talked about the 

struggle in the early years of my film study, to find a style that gave me the 

connection to the work that I felt was missing. I am a drawer and without this 

tactile process I felt my work was lacking. When I eventually came to terms 

with my desire to reject the Hollywood style I was able to turn to the direct 

filmmaking techniques of the early abstract/experimental filmmakers. In the 

following paragraphs I will detail specific methods which I use and why. For 

ease of understanding and to avoid repetition I will refrain from detailing my 

application of these in this section and address the films individually with 

regards to their methods and purpose in Section Three.  
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Hand Drawn Animation. 

 
To begin this discussion of methodologies I will start with the most simple of 

those that I use, as it requires the least explanation. I have used hand-drawn 

animation in my work since 2012. Initially this was because I did not have 

access to computer-animation tuition or equipment but as I continued to use 

it in my work and my ideas developed I came to realise that it was the best 

method of well-controlled animation for my needs (as opposed to some 

direct animation styles). Not only did it provide me with the ability to 

compose specific motion but the tactile element proved to be important on 

many levels. In Immersion, Energy and Movement in the Filmic Experience, 

I detailed the concerns of early filmmakers in the potential loss of evidence 

of the artists’ hand, losing the connection between artist and art in light of 

the rise of film. I myself struggled to make a connection with my early works 

in live-action and to help me rebuild this I turned to animation. Without 

wanting to over-explain, hand drawing animations gave a connection 

through process for me in the work and for the viewer allowed a 

transparency in its creation and conception.  

 

The process of breaking down motion into its static components is 

something of great interest to me. This perception of motion through swift 

sequential viewing of still frames can be likened to our perception of 

movement in music. A scale gives the impression of rising and falling as it 

ascends and descends through the notes, tonic to tonic. As I wrote in 

Immersion, Energy and Movement in the Filmic Experience, sound has no 

tangible existence; it travels in waves and is simply energy. After reading 

Dimensions of Energy in Shostakovich’s Symphonies by Michael Rofe, he 

notes that Neil Todd suggests there is a more physical reason for our 

perception of movement in music, “…sound directly activates the vestibular 

apparatus of the inner ear that is also responsible for our sense of self 

motion…the sense of ‘movement’ is a common percept when listening to 

music” (9). Even more interestingly, particularly in relation to filmmaking is 

the following definition of movement in sound: 

 

If Aristotle’s definition of motion as a change in substance, quantity, 

quality or position is accepted, then sounds do not ‘move’ in the 

same sense as objects in the physical world. For instance, in the 

melodic pattern C-D-E, there is no continuous change in pitch 

through, say, glissando; rather, each new pitch displaces its 

predecessor. The brain must therefore stitch together a series of 

individual ‘nows’ into a broader pattern, and it is through that virtual 

pattern that musical motion takes place. The connection between 

this and the act of filmmaking is remarkable. In the same way that 

the C-D-E pattern described gives a sense of ascending motion 

despite no actual continuous change, filmmaking also forces the 

brain to link the ‘individual nows’ of different frames, resulting in 

perceived motion. This is even more strongly demonstrated in 

animation, where there is no motion being recorded, (no ‘glissando 

of vision’ so to speak) rather, it is orchestrated and as Lye put it, it is 

‘composing motion’. (Rofe 9) 

 

This idea of the ‘individual now’ is one that has always drawn me to 

animation. While in live action filmmaking one can capture a movement in 

real time, animation gives the artist the opportunity to meticulously notate 
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and conduct motion. Each frame can be appreciated and pored over as an 

individual, in its formation and consideration. Being able to focus my 

attention and compose movement at this level gives me a greater sense of 

understanding through allowing complete control. As Lye put it, “if there was 

such a thing as composing music there could be such a thing as composing 

motion. After all there are melodic figures, why can’t there be figures of 

motion?” (Bouhours, Horrocks 179). This method is physically demanding 

though. It is a very slow process, particularly this year where I use mainly 

pointillist styling in the animations. The nails become weak and crumble, the 

fingers struggle to maintain fixed position for the marathon drawing sessions, 

the body tries to build calluses which are worked into pulp, the wrists strain 

and chafe and the arm muscles ache. Eyes burn staring down the light-box, 

the neck creaks and crunches under the weight of the throbbing painful skull, 

hunched back and pulsating feet, blood flow is hampered and somehow this 

goes unnoticed until it is unbearable. The next day it begins again. For me 

this gruelling process is unavoidable. Without it the work would not be as it is 

and I would not feel the same sense of completion without the experience of 

these bodily narratives. In my work it is essential to retain a relationship with 

the work throughout the digital processes that are necessary for creating 

accessible work in the twenty-first century. While I embrace the convenience 

of computer editing and digital distribution it would be easy to let these take 

over the entire approach. For me there needs to be a physical dialogue 

between myself and the raw materials, which continues throughout the 

digital process and remains distinguishable in the final work. 
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Img. 7  Img. 8  
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Direct Film. 

 
Direct filmmaking is the technique that started my interest in film. It was also 

the thing that brought me back into an understanding of the art of motion 

and gave me the inspiration to continue making films and experimenting 

after a difficult few years in narrative film. This technique involves creating 

animations through any method that does not use a camera to expose the 

filmstrip, hence the nickname camera-less filmmaking. Artists scratch, stamp, 

draw, stick, cut, paint and directly expose the celluloid to create dynamic, 

motion-full sequences. Because of the way it must be made it is considered 

the only form of filmmaking that can be considered to uphold the ‘auteur 

theory.’ It is not produced in the shadow of industrial processes nor is it 

influenced by the collaborative nature of other films (Horrocks “Art that 

Moves” 56). The filmmaker is able to exercise complete control over the 

work, as would any artist in any other field. To me, this epitomises the 

intentions of the early abstract filmmakers. It is not clear who first developed 

direct filmmaking techniques. Because of the degrading of film and general 

lack of organised archiving (particularly of samples and experiments) few 

examples of early works exist today. There is some suggestion that Bruno 

Carra and Arnaldo Ginna may have pioneered the technique. In their 1912 

Futurist manifesto Abstract Cinema-Chromatic Music they write of hand 

painted films titled The Rainbow and The Dance neither of which have 

survived. The earliest piece depicting serious use of direct filmmaking (there 

are 1920’s films which include scratch-on-film for comic effect, but not a 

serious application) is a work by Man Ray entitled, Return to Reason (1923)5 

(img.9). Without the need for cameras and other expensive equipment, this 

                                                        
5 For further detail on Man Ray’s techniques: Appendix 4 p115 

technique made filmmaking more accessible, it was affordable and did not 

require complex collaborations with others. This made it easier for artists to 

experiment with, including Len Lye who used it to continue creating work 

between periods of funding.  

 

The two points of direct filmmaking that are important to my work are the 

inescapable sense of energy and the physicality of creation. If narrative can 

be seen in terms of energy, beginning at a low state, moving through to 

become more heightened to reach a climax of greatest energy before 

settling into a resolution then so too can the process of creation (img.3). 

While the part that affects the audience is the resolution of a process, the 

way a work reaches that point, to me as an artist, is as significant. In the 

case of direct filmmaking I have drawn on techniques used most notably by 

Lye for their sense of movement both in formation and in reception. 

 

Motion in film is an optical illusion. Many frames of static images differing 

ever so slightly so that when the filmstrip is run at the correct rate, we 

perceive movement. For live-action we begin with real-life motion and 

transfer that to film. But for animation those slight changes between frames 

must be orchestrated and considered individually. Animation is quite simply 

an abstraction of movement. We do not record or document it from life. 

Instead we must give our own representation. Sharits adds to the idea of 

creating motion by taking it to another level again,  

 

Given the fact of retinal inertia and the flickering shutter mechanism 

of film projection, one may generate virtual forms, create actual 

motion (rather than illustrate it), build actual color-space (rather than 
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picture it), and be involved in actual time (immediate presence). 

(Sharits 13-16)  

 

Sharits was highly concerned with the process of filmmaking. Among his 

ideas were some most central to Absolute film. He claimed total rejection of 

the representational and of abstract film, saying that even this was based on 

painting and was therefore, “simply a demonstration of optics” (Sharits 13-

16). Purely cinematic, he embraced the physical creation and physiological 

effects of film. It is interesting to note however that his works still follow 

some form of direction. Reading his writings without having viewed one of 

the films one might assume they follow no particular form, perhaps an 

infinite middle-ground or a meandering study of perception. This is not so. It 

provides me with an example for the argument of energy as a non-story 

narrative and essential to a physical empathic experience. Sharits 

acknowledges that his films follow thematic structures but emphasizes that 

they are in no way stories, “I think of my present work as being occasions for 

meditational-visionary experience” (13-16). 

 

Returning to direct filmmaking, what interests me most is this direct 

application of movement to the frames. While I can easily animate through 

drawing onto the single frames or using Rayogram technique, there is also a 

style used notably by Len Lye to achieve linear motion; the action of drawing 

through multiple frames. In doing this the artist forms fluid, rushing lines for 

example in Lye’s Free Radicals (img.11). In 2013 I documented, during 

production of Untitled No.1, my adaptation of this technique in light of the 

inaccessibility to materials and processing. In the end what I had come up 

with was a method of hand drawn animation, using paper and charcoal. I 

made super-size strips of ‘film’ using A5 sheets of paper to represent each 

frame (img.10). Using charcoal I then drew my lines and the resulting image 

was remarkably similar to the scratch-on-film style (img.12). I have 

questioned my use of this, with most difficulty in justifying whether it is 

‘cheating.’ With Absolute and direct filmmaking being founded on such 

strong principles, which I seemed to be in violation of, while still upholding 

some of the other core concepts, it was difficult for me to judge where I 

stood. On the one hand I believed the creation of motion to be significant 

however was this negated if in order to work with the images I had to then 

photograph the frames to digitise and run them, instead of putting the 

physical work through a projector as I may have had it been on real 

filmstrip? Clearly this method was in no way direct filmmaking. However as I 

look at it now I can see its merits as Absolute film and certainly an 

abstraction. Having found more sound reason to use this technique I have 

included it in some of my films for 2014. If scratch-on-film can be considered 

the physical, original, real method, then this can be considered an 

abstraction, breaking it down to a specific set of important elements, to be 

physically in motion as the representation of motion is created. Once this is 

isolated a transformation occurs in which it becomes basic frame-by-frame 

animation (when you think about it, to project the celluloid would only be to 

view individual frames in quick succession anyway). And when the final work 

is complete the viewer, as so many have done, comment on the use of 

scratch-filmmaking. In reception it is virtually indistinguishable from the real 

thing. As a method it holds up to the physicality of creation. In processing it 

undergoes a reinterpretation of the core concepts. On the surface the viewer 

may have a perceived empathic experience, feeling as though they know, 

but it takes a closer look, a disconnection to see the technical abstraction 

that has brought the final image.  
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Img.9* 

*Due to resource availability this is the highest resolution still of this film available. 
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Img.10 
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Img.11* 

*Due to resource availability this is the highest resolution still of this film available. 
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Img.12 
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Img.13 
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Emulsions. 

 
During September and October of 2014 I was fortunate enough to travel to 

the United States on a scholarship from the University of Canterbury. My 

time in the States is more thoroughly recounted in Appendix 1. As part of 

this period of study and experience I took part in a hand-made emulsions 

workshop held by the Mono No Aware group in Brooklyn, NYC. Before this I 

had a clear understanding of most aspects of the filmmaking process, the 

only area my knowledge was lacking was the use of photosensitive 

emulsion. In most cases the clear filmstrip is coated in patented emulsions 

by machines in factories and besides the level of sensitivity is not generally 

a factor of consideration for the average filmmaker. During the course I was 

introduced to a method and aesthetic that has developed my thinking on 

animation, the beauty of randomness and the fact of film decay.  

 

Putting aside the technical chemical aspect of making the emulsions the 

practice of applying emulsion to the film was a fascinating process for me. In 

every way this act imitated direct animation. Standing in the dark under red 

light, painting on a substance that would eventually capture the movement of 

real life. Here I saw an opportunity for animation. A type of animation that 

would then dictate the documentation of the physical world. A sort of ‘meta-

movement’ if you will, in that simultaneously I am able to create movement 

while also laying the foundation for further representation of movement.  

Movement within movement. The resulting effect was the rushing energy-

filled scratch-like animations providing a canvas for natural real-time 

movement. This juxtaposition of time leaves the viewer in a dream-like state. 

A feeling of time being somehow both slow and rapid, of perception stilted 

and fluid. With the number of stages the film goes through before you see 

the completed result it is difficult to control how this final image will appear. 

This act of uncertainty and surprise is something that can only truly be 

experienced in these experimental forms of filmmaking. Much like some 

parts of direct filmmaking (particularly Rayogram, line drawing and ink-blot 

colourisation) I am always inspired by the beauty and charm of random 

aesthetics. In Japanese art theory this is known as Wabi-Sabi, the beauty of 

things which are damaged, incomplete and irregular, that something can be 

considered beautiful because of it’s transience. In relation to this, the hand-

painted emulsions flicker in and out, never quite allowing the viewer to see 

the whole picture. To add to this, with the hand painting technique, areas of 

emulsion may be painted too thinly and produce little to no developed 

image. Other areas have the emulsion painted too thick which begins to 

crack and disintegrate even before the film is viewed. Splinters, cracks and 

specks litter the film (img.14-15). Brush hairs, lint and dirt are impacted 

between the layers. They dance across the screen between the skylines and 

figures, a constant reminder of the process that brought the images to the 

viewer. It brings to mind the film Mothlight (1963) (img.16-18) by Stan 

Brakhage. The frames flicker past; a stream of moth parts, leaves and 

damaged frames. Each image lasts only a fraction of a second giving the 

viewer only the shortest of moments to take in the beauty of decay and 

imperfection presented before them. Each frame is appreciated most as a 

momentary flash and before your brain is able to process what it sees, it is 

presented with a new, equally fascinating image. 
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Img.14 
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Img.15 
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Img.16 
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Img.17* 

*Due to resource availability this is the highest resolution still of this film available. 
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Img.18* 

*Due to resource availability this is the highest resolution still of this film available. 
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Bleach and Direct Animation. 

 
Related to the handmade emulsions and sitting somewhere between this 

and direct filmmaking I have been using bleach to create animations. I 

happened upon the technique by accident. When prepping used filmstrip for 

applying my own emulsion I observed the colours that made up the images 

came off in layers. After struggling for several weeks to find a method of 

removing the exposed emulsion myself without removing the gelatine 

subbing layer (my NYC tutor was not responding to messages and the 

internet gave no advice) I started to think that there could be something in 

the process of removing emulsion. I have tried to find examples of other 

artists using the same technique in their work but have not been able to find 

anyone, contemporary or otherwise, who uses this. I would not want to claim 

to be unique in doing this but I will note that in my experiments I remain 

uninfluenced by the techniques, styles or purposes for using of other artists. 

 

Much like the act of direct filmmaking and applying handmade emulsions I 

get a sense of movement out of this method. Additionally there is the 

physical manipulation of the elements that in film give us colour perception. 

As the bleach reacts with the images it first removes the red layer, then 

green, blue and finally clear (img.19-22). Through timing this process I am 

able to control the colour of each area of the strips. All the while, the initial 

image continues in motion changing tone, dissipating and re-emerging. The 

final result will be different to what I may imagine, I can never be sure what 

will happen when, and nor do I want to be. This act of destroying the film in 

order to create a new one is cathartic. I know little of the sequences I am 

ruining, who they once belonged to, what they depict and yet as I peel back 

their layers I feel there is a beauty in this paring back of what once made a 

defined image. As mentioned in Part One, empathic, realistic film has been 

seen in a negative light as unartistic and lacking critical thought both in the 

viewer and the artist. My bleaching method peels away at the cinematic 

construction of the realistic image making one think about the physical 

process. Through deconstructing the technical I abstract the empathic clip, 

distancing myself from the original context to critique the basic construction 

of the image itself and our interpretation of this. The catharsis falls in the 

resolution of a sequence. Having stripped the film down to the basics, re-

established a connection with cinematic construction and reinvented it as a 

work of Absolute film the process is resolved. To transform from an 

empathic entertainment source to a work of abstraction requires more than 

simply an aesthetic transformation. The entire process must be reimagined, 

removed and replaced. In this way I as an artist reach a point where I can be 

content in saying that the work now possesses both empathy and 

abstraction. I understand it on a new level and the viewer sees this in the 

final result, for both parties the opportunity for understanding and critique. 

 

All of my methodologies fall into a simple line of reasoning. Their application 

and process is as significant as the work itself. I believe that to do what I do, 

to attempt to retain the integrity of the fine artist, to create motion and to 

establish a connection with the viewer I need to take my inspiration from a 

time when this was at its peak. It is for this reason that I use techniques 

more commonly used in the early 1900s. Today filmmakers are so 

concerned with perfection and narrative or alternatively engaged in 

experimental work that there is a gap. A gap which incorporates both the 

emotive connections and the uniquely creative. For the most part this form is 

underrepresented due to changing technologies and as the artists of the 
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1920’s noted, the evolving mentality of the viewing public alongside the 

continued influence of Hollywood. Today many artists are concerned with 

politics, gender, socio-political matters and so on. For me these are not 

relevant to my work. Instead I choose to acknowledge the fact that people 

want to escape now just as they did at the turn of the twentieth century. This 

need has carried through the decades in many forms, particularly the 

psychedelia of the 1960s-70s through to the widespread use of meditation 

and isolation today. This desire, as I have mentioned is engrained in the 

human psyche. Through religion, meditation, drug use and hypnosis across 

all ethnic groups there is always a want to both escape and understand. A 

want for empathy and abstraction. For me, this is most effectively achieved 

through referencing both the subject matter and the process as well as 

perceived understandings of these. In my opinion it is the job of the artist, of 

the abstract filmmaker, to acknowledge these needs and then address them 

in his/her work presenting both immersive understanding and the opportunity 

for critical reflection. 
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Img.19 
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Img.20 
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Img.21 
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Img.22 
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Img.23 
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Img.24 
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Part Three. 
The Work. 
 

At the beginning of 2014 I had the vision of creating a body of work 

comprised of three films each depicting a different theme in relation to the 

elements that make up life as we know it. This idea came in part from the 

works of Len Lye and his fascination for “…the beginnings of organic life up 

to [the] development of an anxiety all human” (Horrocks “Art that Moves” 7-

8) and my own considerations of the natural world, how people identify with 

this and what our interpretation of this means. As the year wore on these 

initial intentions grew and changed into the production of four final films. In 

these I use the terrestrial, aquatic and cosmic aesthetics to explore the 

greater debate of empathy, abstraction and immersion, their relationship to 

one another and their importance to the art. In this section I will cover the 

thematic and theoretical intentions of the films, from their conception to 

presentation. 
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A Forever.  
 

Artist Statement for Student Series Part Two:  No Signal. 

 

A Forever, is an experiential art piece encouraging the viewer to become 

immersed in a world outside the sensibilities of present life. This 

experimental work provides an opportunity for both the audience and the 

artists to begin to understand how presentation environment impacts the 

creation of an immersion experience for the viewer. This matter of 

immersion has been a primary concern in our collaborative work since 2012. 

Since then we have been trying to gain an understanding of the concept and 

the various methods people use to achieve this. In 2014 the focus has come 

round to the environment in which we present immersive works from a visual 

approach and sonically, as well as acknowledging, and trying to resolve, the 

complications of interpersonal relationships/distractions within the space. 

 

There is no flat screening surface for this work. The audience is encouraged 

to explore the space and allow their own bodies to become the screen, 

hosting the fluid, morphing imagery. By altering position in the room each 

participant will have a unique experience of the work. The hypnotic, non-

diegetic sounds are blended to encourage a reflective state in the 

participants and to reinforce a sense of consistency, easing each into an 

immersive state within the piece. 

 

A Forever was the first piece I completed for 2014 (img.29-32) working 

closely with musicians Zac Beckettt-Knight and Mark Chirnside for the 

soundtrack. Loosely based on the ideas of the ocean, the deep sea, 

underwater caves and a floating serenity, the work aimed to engulf the 

viewer within the space. Possibly the driving force behind this work was a 

need to explore the presentation space as an abstraction of the film. From 

the outset I knew the work would never be shown on a flat screen, and 

because of this the actual creation of the footage was the least taxing of all 

the works. Somewhat interested in the psychedelic liquid light shows of the 

1960’s and ‘70’s for their slowly morphing forms and calming effects 

(img.33) I recorded several sequences of ink in water. Working with these 

forms I came across the work of Yolande Harris, and Yoko Seyama. Harris, 

a scholar and artist, works predominantly with the image of sound and how it 

is interpreted by the viewer. Many of her works look into distortions of sound 

and space through water. Her 2010 film Pink Noise (img.34) gave me some 

inspiration in the early stages of the work as I looked at more ways to contort 

my own images. The light on the pulsing water refracts, splitting the screen 

into irregular polyhedrons, jewel-like, forming a lattice. The image is at once 

stilted and liquid. Similarly Seyama in her work Light Work #6: In Soil, 

(img.36) uses foil and water to project luminous light installations. To 

emulate this I chose to use three methods. The first being the use of liquid in 

the raw footage, secondly I chose to use crumpled paper to make up the 

projection plane (img.26-27). In doing this there is an angular texture on 

which the projected image is then warped, not dissimilar to the distorted 

view through water. For the third method, to echo the refracted light patterns 

of a kaleidoscope, I looked to the works of James Whitney for direction. His 

work deals with meditative forms, hypnosis and trance. One of his works in 

particular comes to mind for his use of mandala. Lapis (1963-66) (img.35) 

uses this mandala shape to draw the viewer inwards towards self-reflection, 

“Lapis presents calmly pulsating mandalas which astonish by their 

complexity and hypnotize the viewer into contemplation of relationship 

between the ‘individual’ dot and the collective configuration” (Moritz “James 
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Whitney” 11). These circular forms are discussed in Lindsay Hume’s book 

Portals, a look into the various states of the subconscious and the methods 

people use to enter these altered states. The spiral and concentric circles: 

 

…are generic symbols that ‘pull’ the viewer into the centre and act 

as portals…these symbols direct the eye inward and outward, 

providing a cognitive or optical figure-ground reversal, and then the 

image can be seen in third-dimensional form, with the ‘space 

between’ being more prominent if focused on. The eye/mind is 

drawn into the centre and out again, as if through a vortex. With the 

eye thus focused, images begin to arise in the conscious mind and 

one can go into a light trance. (Hume 36-37)  

 

This is an example of the way film can physically affect the body, instead of 

simply viewing the work, the accepting audience can feel a change within 

themselves. Viewed on its own, A Forever has this portal effect on the 

viewer however I have taken it upon myself to try to abstract this rather than 

allow the viewer to be uncritically immersed. When installing the piece the 

walls were covered in crumpled paper creating a cave-like feeling in the 

space (while also serving the purpose of distortion). When people enter the 

room they cross over into a completely different world from where they came 

from. This idea of the cave as a portal to an altered state is thought to have 

been used by early humans in spiritual rites. Hume states, “caves are both 

physical and imaginal entrances to other realms and figure prominently in 

the beliefs and practices of early humans” (Hume 7). As the images hit the 

crumpled walls the kaleidoscopic image is not apparent but there remains 

the sense of symmetry and cohesion across the room, the lattice-like images 

holding together as they warp and stretch over the paper surface. Swelling, 

infinite music fills the space drowning out the sounds of the three projectors 

and smoke machine as well as discouraging talk among the audience 

members. The smoke distorts the viewers’ depth perception, unable to see 

the floor for the low settling fog and higher tufts of cloud catching glimpses of 

the projected light. The dream-like atmosphere first serves the purpose of 

setting the scene; relaxing the audience and dulling more complex senses 

carrying with it a hint back to the psychedelic houses of the 1960s/70s, 

represented in the cult film The Trip (1967) by Roger Corman and Jack 

Nicholson (img.37). For some the fog presents an ethereal experience, 

otherworldly and distant, drawing attention to the otherwise unacknowledged 

space between viewer and image. The smoke may also turn one’s attention 

to the mechanics of the installation. Interestingly the term mist has its origin 

in the Greek word muein, which also provided the base for mystery and 

mystic. It means to close the eyes (Hume 35). The use of the mist acts as 

both a pacifier and relaxant, numbing some aspects of perception and as a 

tool to expose awareness of the physical production of the installation. Light 

beams visible through the smoke trace lines straight back to the projectors 

from which they came. It takes concentration and purposeful focus to 

remove this reality from the experience, reminding the audience that this is 

not an easy escape from the world but rather one that must first be 

understood in its creation before deciding which experience to take from it. 

This aesthetic of having the path of the light visible is something I took from 

the work of Greg Pope in his installation Light Trap (2011), where the 

audience is bathed in streams of light (img.38). Both hypnotic and violent 

they seem to bombard the viewer, establishing a physical connection 

between human and film.  
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This work was first shown as part of the 2014 Student Series at the 

University of Canterbury in the exhibition entitled, “No Signal” along with 

work by Sean Bosman and a collaboration between Matthew Joils and Tim 

McLaughlin. Reaction to the exhibition was very positive. Most people talked 

of their experiences within the work, how it made them feel, their self-

reflections and overall there was a feeling of surreality. There was some 

mention of an awkward self-awareness for some people, feeling they did not 

know where to stand or how to interact with the space. Initially I had felt that 

this was a bad thing that such self-awareness has outside of my intentions 

but now as I have more of an understanding I can accept that for some 

individuals this will be the case. That is the aspect they chose to focus on 

and in the end it comes back to Worringer’s idea of holding both empathy 

and abstraction as one. The most satisfying observation for me is that 

everyone took away something different. Some commented on the images, 

others on the space or music and above all their own experiences. 
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Img.35* 

*Due to resource availability this is the highest resolution still of this film available. 
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Img.37* 

*Due to resource availability this is the highest resolution still of this film available. 
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Swarm Frequency. 
 

Artist Statement for ‘Point and Line to Plane’ Chambers 241 Gallery, 

January 2015. 

 

Swarm Frequency is part of a selection of films I am producing for my 

Master of Fine Arts. The work is inspired by the intense and overwhelming 

phenomenon of swarms and the thematic links they bare to the physical 

production of moving image and sound. The hand drawn animations aim to 

give a sense of unease and industrial tension while also evoking a 

connection to the tactile energy of life through pointillist sequences, static 

and periods of flicker. Working closely with musician Daniel Webster, the 

soundtrack both lulls and jolts the audience, adding a three-dimensionality to 

the experience. 

 

This work consists entirely of hand drawn animations. A terrestrial-based 

piece it explores the interactions between sound, space and image and the 

emotive reaction of the viewer (img.43-47) I was inspired by the intense 

energy that life above ground emits and the unavoidable anxiety produced in 

the struggle. In contrast to the lulling fluid motion of A Forever, Swarm 

Frequency excites the visual and aural senses with highly textural 

animations interspersed with periods of flicker. Watching nature 

documentaries I became interested in the idea of swarms. The sounds and 

sights of this phenomenon had a profound impact on my experiences as a 

synaesthete. Overwhelming in every sense, I did a small amount of research 

into how swarms function and through this I have been able to draw 

similarities between them, the functions of filmmaking and the contrasting 

age we live in where technology and nature constantly compete. Made up of 

two-dimensional images this work also explores the three-dimensionality of 

sound and the physicality of vision. 

 

I began my background research for this piece by looking into swarm theory. 

The more I began to learn about the basic functioning of insect swarms the 

more I was able to see relationships to the way filmmaking works. Initially I 

chose insects and swarms as they are something that few people get up 

close and personal with, something that many find unnerving and difficult to 

relate to. To me insects represent a mechanical, industrial force in nature. 

Non-empathic and cold, working for the survival of the group. In viewing 

swarms, at first I was overwhelmed by the noises such phenomena can emit. 

Without hesitation my brain, through sight and sound, linked this to television 

static. Millions of tiny dots, virtually indistinguishable, forming a buzzing 

mass, a single organism. Of course the point of difference between them is 

that the swarm is useful, progressing and in motion while static is an error, 

stalling, a glitch. Visually and aurally very similar with completely different 

intentions. A brief period of internet research turned up some interesting 

mathematic theories on how swarms function one being that the individuals 

of a swarm follow three rules. The first, move in the same direction as your 

neighbours. The second, remain close to your neighbours. And the third, 

avoid collisions with your neighbours (“Swarm Behaviour”). “From a more 

abstract point of view, swarm behaviour is the collective motion of a large 

number of self-propelled entities” (“Swarm Behaviour”). To add to this, in an 

article for National Geographic, Peter Miller quotes Deborah M. Gordon, a 

Stanford University biologist in saying, “ants aren’t smart….ant colonies are” 

(in Miller), suggesting that the simple actions of an individual result in the 

more complex actions of the group as a whole. After studying further 

examples of some of these more complex behaviours (such as how ants 
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regulate the workings of the nest and how bees decide when a new hive is 

needed6) I found that in many cases it was random acts that eventually lead 

to a mass following to reach a specific end point. I felt that it would be useful 

for me in my process to use a loose form of automatic drawing, to allow my 

hand to guide the frames towards a predetermined goal. To best imitate the 

feel of the swarm I chose to use pointillism as the dominant style, which also 

leant itself well to the individual elements and actions representing the whole. 

Before I go on I will also briefly mention the way these dots can be taken to 

represent matter on an atomic level, buzzing with energy, forces pulling 

away from one another or attracting together to form entire objects 

transforming through solid and liquid states. This kind of energy is life at its 

most basic. Thinking of it on this level helps to remind the viewer as well of 

energy as narrative and the works that Lye based on early evolutionary life 

forms. One could see the dots are bacterium, fusing and reproducing much 

like they do in Lye’s Tusalava (img.39). Whichever way there is an 

undeniable connection of all levels of life, imitating one another in their most 

basic of functions.  

 

Returning to the theory of swarms, I saw a relationship between the way a 

swarm moves forward and the physical workings of motion in film. The fluid 
                                                        
6 As demonstrated in Gordon and Michael Greene’s conclusions on their experiments with ants, 
“Their conclusion: Foragers use the rate of their encounters with patrollers to tell if it's safe to go 
out. (If you bump into patrollers at the right rate, it's time to go foraging. If not, better wait. It 
might be too windy, or there might be a hungry lizard waiting out there.) Once the ants start 
foraging and bringing back food, other ants join the effort, depending on the rate at which they 
encounter returning foragers. “ This also goes further into the rate of return of foragers 
depending on how much food is present determining how many leave and if it is a good day for 
foraging. 
“During the past decade, [Thomas] Seeley [biologist at Cornell University], Kirk Visscher of the 
University of California, Riverside, and others have been studying colonies of honeybees (Apis 
mellifera) to see how they choose a new home. In late spring, when a hive gets too crowded, a 
colony normally splits, and the queen, some drones, and about half the workers fly a short 
distance to cluster on a tree branch.” 
 

motion of a swarm, at the level of the individual moves in singular steps of 

motion. One insect moves to the left, creating a domino effect of the 

following neighbours also moving to the left, one at a time. The overall action 

being a mass movement of the group. In film we are presented with 

hundreds of static images in sequence, each differing slightly from the next 

to produce perceived fluid motion. Each insect of a swarm can be 

represented by a single frame moving a small amount, contributing to the 

larger motion. Each frame of Swarm Frequency repositions dots in relation 

to their neighbours, allowing the objects to move both within themselves and 

as a whole. 

 

I have already talked of the physically strenuous process I have gone 

through in creating the animations for this work. Particularly with the 

introduction of pointillism, the repetition is hard on the hand and arm. I do 

not wish to talk too much about this aspect in this section but I will comment 

on what I realised as I was drawing. The physicality of creating this work is 

reflected in its themes and aesthetic. Not simply that the frames are detailed 

but rather the overwhelming energy embodies the effort exerted in its 

creation. The expression of my physical energy is represented in the digital 

image, which is interesting given that scientifically speaking none of my 

energy has at all been transferred to the actual final work. As I worked on 

this I noticed my body reacting to prolonged exposure to bright light, intense 

ocular focus and concentration of the mind. These combined with the 

persistent tapping of pen on paper started to induce a meditative state 

moving through to periods of stress (physical and mental) and resulted in 

swirling flashing after-images and other visual illusions. This mental 

bombardment that I experienced is presented in the work as whole screen 

static made up of literally tens of thousands of dots. Periods of flicker induce 
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cognitive confusion for the viewer leaving blotches in the vision and optically 

stunning them momentarily. The notion of flicker film has been around for 

many years, used most notably by film artists in the 1960s to induce optical 

hallucination. “Flicker film works by mainlining light into the brain via the 

eyes in short bursts that alternate with darkness. Fragmenting optical norms 

and preventing smooth retinal adjustment, flicker film with the image 

becomes imperceptible” (Powell 107). Tony Conrad’s 1965 film The Flicker 

is a thirty-minute work of pure flicker. Progressing through varying rates this 

work gives one of the best demonstrations of the visual hallucinatory effects 

of the technique. For me these sequences are one of the best ways to 

convey my synaesthetic experiences in environments of complex noise and 

visual stimuli. It is fitting then to utilise this to upset the viewer, to create 

confusion, anticipation and reset. To break the cycle of empathic viewership, 

momentarily encouraging one to question one’s own cognitive function. The 

film also uses single out of place frames to jolt the viewer, forcing them to 

wonder if they had seen something different, if it will happen again or in the 

case of not having noticed a chance to reflect on change-blindness and 

attentiveness. 

 

I should acknowledge the way it stems from my 2013 film Untitled No.1 

(img.40-42). The work, produced as part of my honours year, used circular 

forms as a basis from which other movement could occur. As previously 

discussed I use the circle as a way to draw the viewer into the work, 

physically and mentally. The circle acts as a ‘portal,’ its symmetry pulls the 

eye into its centre and out again with little regard for peripheral activity. This 

helps to placate the viewer, feeling they understand the motion and can 

relax into the experience knowing they will not be caught unaware by 

sudden changes. As this understanding develops between viewer and film 

there begins a state of light hypnosis or trance. I wanted to continue my use 

of the circle for this reason in Swarm Frequency in order to invite moments 

of sedation to then enhance the anxious attacks. I also feel that this film acts 

as a middle ground between my work of last year and what I am doing now. 

Swarm Frequency is the only one of the works in black and white, as 

Untitled No.1 also was. My reasoning in my earlier film was that my 

experiences as a synaesthete make it difficult for me to select colours to 

incorporate in the film. I find them overly distracting from the movement and 

energetic narratives I want to portray. In some ways I can relate to Brakhage 

in his well-known opposition to sound in his films, feeling they detracted from 

the intended experience and the idea of film as a medium for purely visual 

movement. Similarly in Swarm Frequency I found it very difficult to even 

consider this a colour piece. For me the complexity of the sounds and 

movements alone provide a full picture of what I want to demonstrate. The 

application of colour in this work would be unnecessary and unrefined. I see 

no need for it here and its use would be frivolous and a trivial pandering to 

the expectations of the modern viewer. 

 

In saying that, I must address the matter of the soundtrack. For this film I 

worked closely with musician, Daniel Webster to develop a soundtrack that 

best reflected the industrial, insect-like terrestrial landscape I want the 

viewer to find themselves a part of. As with all of my works I like to allow the 

sound and image to develop independently of one another in the early 

stages. Too often I find filmmakers try to coordinate music and image to a 

point where, while appearing harmonious, also carry an artificiality about 

them, often resulting in a miscommunication between sound and image. The 

soundtrack to Swarm Frequency may stand alone and still clearly represent 

the spatial qualities the images provide. Conversely the same may be noted 
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of the film, the textures and motion do not lack the aural components when 

viewed without sound. Light Work #6: In Soil (img.36) by Yoko Seyama is 

one piece that I kept in mind when guiding the soundtrack. This work is 

based on the life cycle of a cicada, with the insect sounds guiding the free 

form performance of reflected light. I think I chose this work as a point of 

interest to me because of its use of insect noises and the way that the 

projections, while not at all similar to my own, do take on an insect-like 

quality in the natural, hesitant and repeating motions. I think that also the 

images produced have relevance to my other works, particularly A Forever 

in that they are made in pools of water and like Harris’ work create these 

polyhedral forms and lattices distorted through water and the projection 

space.  
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Img.39* 

*Due to resource availability this is the highest resolution still of this film available. 
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Img.40 
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Img.41 
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Brooklyn Artifact. 
 

A short silent film, Brooklyn Artifact (img.48-51) is my reaction to a three 

week period of study in the United States. Having been awarded a traveling 

scholarship from the school of fine arts, I spent the majority of my time in 

New York City, going between Columbia University’s school of music and 

fine arts in Harlem, my place of residence in Union Square and Brooklyn. 

Between the difficulties of land-sickness (for me, the constant vertigo, 

disorientation and low blood pressure lasting the duration of the trip) and the 

immense sensory onslaught of the city itself I found myself finding it hard to 

pull focus. To help with this I began the habit of drawing circles, bordering on 

the obsessive. Requiring little brainwork these sequences provided me with 

a chance to unwind, return to something familiar (if overly so) and process 

the events of the day. These became the animated layer for, and the first 

element of Brooklyn Artifact. The second part to this film was the footage 

shot as part of a handmade emulsions workshop I attended at Mono No 

Aware, Brooklyn. Combining these two sequences I present this film as a 

documentation of some of my experiences. In one instance it is the physical 

result of my time, representing my character as I had to project it in the face 

of strangers (as shown in the odd groups of strangers and myself playing for 

the camera) and my own therapeutic reflections on the days (in the 

animated circles). When I am in a situation of high sensory stimulation I 

often find my vision is disturbed by synaesthetic imagery and imagined 

motion or colour (the difference being the synaesthetic imagery is more of 

an unconscious experience while my anxious mind places more real objects 

and movements in my line of vision). It becomes difficult to remember 

specifics and sounds replaced entirely by their visual and tactile 

counterparts. The crackled, dirty, flickering film jumps in and out of the 

viewers comprehension, never quite able to hold on to a full action or 

transition. Artifacts on the film glitch past frames causing further confusion 

and reminding the viewer that this is artificial, another person’s experience 

being presented to them. Artifacts can be thought of as a process of decay, 

the fogging of a memory. Something not originally present, projected 

through a process of jumbled memories and inaccurate recordings. The 

inaccuracies are layered over changing perceptions of time, frame rates 

both sped up and slowed down producing a dream-like image, never quite in 

real time. The colours used in this film are taken from how I remember the 

three weeks. They replace any need for a soundtrack providing highs and 

lows switching in rhythm and intensity as the movement plays out. 

Soundtrack would distract and to put it simply, I have little memory of 

significant aural sound that would contribute to this work. Visually, the 

sounds were immense, and this is how I choose to portray them. In a way I 

have taken inspiration from the work of Brakhage, well known for his 

disinterest in sound as a major creative factor in his work (James 24). I feel 

as though I understand Brakhage’s motivations for resisting sound, I would 

liken it to some of my earlier comments on my use of black and white over 

colour, the colours themselves and the process of selecting them was 

overwhelming and complicated beyond what I expected to achieve through 

the films. In Brooklyn Artifact I feel that sound would provide too many 

elements to identify with. My intention with this work is to isolate the film as a 

memory, something to be viewed rather than experienced. In this way it 

differs greatly from the other three works which all aim to immerse the 

audience, perhaps this is because Brooklyn Artifact has a more personal 

subject matter. Eerie figures loom and pace. A feeling of being watched, an 

outsider, a captive and an experiment. The figures appear warm as though 

old memories or photographs but bring with them a strange sense of 
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alienation. Ultimately this film is to be taken as it stands. It is more than 

anything an experimental documentation and should be interpreted as the 

viewer sees fit. While there is for me a complex course of events that lead to 

its creation I do not feel there is a need for me to encourage the audience to 

share the experience as it occurred to me. This would be impossible. But if 

an individual can appreciate the movement as it is or the colour-music, that 

in itself is enough for me. 
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Img.48 
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Img.51 
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Chemicals and Light. 
 

This work (img.52-59) is made entirely of scratch animation on 16mm film. 

Of the four pieces this one has taken the longest period of time from start to 

finish, having begun production in January 2014 and reaching completion in 

February 2015. This work is the third and final in the series of life-based 

films I set out to make, representing a celestial, chemical ‘scape. I am given 

the impression of a kind of melancholy in space. An endless deepness filled 

with either the extremely beautiful or the disappointingly banal. Empty and 

intriguing, difficult to understand and somehow it is easy to accept as a 

simple expanse of non-life. I am attracted to the weightlessness and the 

basic reality of light versus darkness. Imagery of galaxies and stars, while 

beautiful, are also broken down into their physical make up, simply 

chemicals and light. This is all film is too. Photosensitive chemicals create 

images, which are presented to the viewer through projected light. In this 

work I use the process of bleaching old film-negatives, stripping back the 

layers of photosensitive emulsion, working through the colours to produce 

decayed streams of colour. Some areas are worked into a lather, producing 

bubbles, small pockets of air under which the film is protected from the 

abrasive bleach. I select chemical tones such as ultramarine, phthalo blue, 

cobalt, manganese violet and cadmium yellow, focussing on the deep blues 

and purples, which litter the galaxies. The whole process of creating this film 

reflects the nature of our existence. The films used as my base are old 

outtakes, rejected clips from a film no longer recognised even before it is 

stripped of its images. This idea that anonymity and being unremarkable are 

basic facts in life, particularly in the larger scale of things, can be seen 

mirrored in the destruction of the film, it is unknown and will remain that way. 

Dead-ends in evolution and an acceptance of no life other than our own on 

earth, the experience of loneliness. Breaking down the emulsion, fading and 

destroying its identity is what ultimately happens to everything in existence. 

This process is cathartic and reflective. The new images built over top tell of 

a different experience but not without the faint hints of what came before it, 

fleeting glimpses of the original film, which endured the bleaching process. 

And this new imagery is a pulsating, rushing flow of colour and specks; brief 

encounters which draw the audience in but never quite allow proper 

exploration. Much like A Forever, Chemicals and Light, is projected against 

a distorted background. The fabric drapes encourage the viewer to be 

enveloped by the experience, to feel the movement against their skin and to 

be physically immersed in the work. The intimacy of the installation allows 

for self-reflection and consideration of how we view images. The soft fabric 

can be manipulated by the viewer, exaggerating movement, hiding it, 

making it clearer or more distorted (img.59). For me this work finds roots in 

many areas, most probably because of the time frame over which it was put 

together. Starting as an exploration of the celestial themes addressed in 

Untitled No.1, I wanted to return to the feeling of melancholy we experience 

when faced with something inescapable, familiar and immense. The 

hopelessness of the infinite size of the universe, uncertain of the direction 

with no narrative is both beautiful and sad. From this came a desire to look 

into a more chemical, physical experience and interpretation, further adding 

to the existentialist and humanist notions that there are no miracles that 

everything can be explained. This was fulfilled through my study in New 

York, breaking down the components of film into their most basic forms. This 

new information I was able to process and transcribe in the methodologies 

and aesthetic. The New York trip also provided me with a striking moment of 

creative realisation. I spent several hours on a plane from San Francisco to 

New York with only music as entertainment. I found myself in a half-trance 
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watching the cities under darkness and cloud cover pass below. The tiny 

aircraft window reminded me of the 16mm frames. The clouds obscured the 

view and in themselves became another layer of subject matter. It had been 

mentioned to me in 2013 that Untitled No.1 gave a feeling of soaring over 

long lines (referring to the linear scratch film sequences). This came to mind 

as I stared out the window and it was with that that I decided on the 

aesthetic for Chemicals and Light.  

 

The work of Makino Takashi must be mentioned in the discussion of this film. 

His works often look at the wider cosmos, depictions of space through film. 

In doing this he also uses older style techniques despite working in the 

twenty-first century. In a foreword to a screening with the Los Angeles Film 

Forum the author quotes Unconscious Archives, London as saying:  

 
Takashi Makino is known for hallucinatory, non-linear films that 

harness techniques from the twin media of film and video, treating 

both image and sound with equal importance. “Makino Takashi’s 

immersive live media experiences are a transcendence into 

‘physical unconsciousness.’ Hallucinatory and experiential, Takashi 

creates abstract cinematic worlds immersing the viewer like a grain 

of emulsion free falling in the corporeality of image forming 

materials”. (“Makino Takashi: Entering a Noisy Cosmos”) 

 

I can’t help but draw a connection between my own work and that of 

Takashi, particularly as then author then goes on to mention, “Takashi 

himself generally shies from the term “experimental.” Rather, his influences 

include the multiple exposure techniques of 1920s French Surrealist films” 

(“Makino Takashi: Entering a Noisy Cosmos”). In particular I would like to 

reference his works Phantom Nebula (2014) (img.60), Still in Cosmos (2009) 

(img.61) and Space Noise (2013) (img.62), as influential to my practice. In 

Phantom Nebula we see the fluid motion of film hidden beneath and 

crumpling textured overlay, not unlike sections of my own, Chemicals and 

Light. While I am uncertain as to how exactly Takashi achieves this the idea 

behind it, of a ‘phantom’ image left over from perhaps another memory is 

echoed in my film. Still in Cosmos on the other hand presents a jolting, 

flashing set of images and sound able to be likened to Swarm Frequency 

and Brooklyn Artifact. Space Noise also uses old filmmaking techniques to 

create a more static image of stars in space. While still a work of prominent 

motion, there is also the unavoidable feeling of suspension that I try to 

capture in Chemicals and Light. In my case the soundtrack plays a key role 

in establishing this whereas Takashi embraces a more jarring soundscape 

(perhaps more similar in tone to Swarm Frequency in this sense) however 

the works still use manipulation of time and motion to give the audience a 

sense of infinite delay. Takashi has been an important figure in 

considerations of my work this year. As I have mentioned it is difficult to find 

contemporary artists who are working with similar methods and ideas to 

myself. While in many cases it is possible to find artists with a similar 

aesthetic (for example Pippilotti Rist) and sound artists working with similar 

ideas of three-dimensionality of sound, it is less frequently that I am able to 

come by artists who’s work stems from the ideals of early twentieth century 

Absolute and experimental filmmaking both in aesthetic, method and 

founding theories. Takashi is such an artist, along with Yolande Harris, Greg 

Pope and Yoko Seyama, whom I am able to look to for modern 

interpretations of a fading movement. 
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Finally this installation looks to continue my exploration into non-typical 

projection surfaces. With the feedback received from A Forever’s first 

showing I have aimed to resolve some of the uncertainties some audience 

members had said they experienced, for example the positioning of the 

projectors and the handling of the space itself. As I have talked about in the 

section about A Forever I did have specific reasons for wanting audience 

members to obstruct the projectors but in some ways this was perhaps too 

distracting, throwing off the balance of abstraction and empathy. Chemicals 

and Light dials this back while also trying a new approach to more physical 

and bodily audience involvement through the use of concealed projectors 

and less fragile fabric draping in place of paper. 
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Conclusions. 
 

I am often asked where my works fit in relation to my gender, cultural identity, 

spirituality and myself as a contemporary artist. To this I would respond by 

reminding the asker of the ideas of Worringer, of movement for movement’s 

sake, that an artist should be free to produce work in this manner without 

having to question some ulterior motive. As something of an existentialist I 

feel that my work can be accepted in terms of nothingness and for me these 

socio-political matters do not have any direct link to my art and in fact they 

are not issues that I spend much time thinking on generally. It is interesting 

to see that as the twentieth century has progressed there has been a need 

for artists to address social and political subjects in their work. With the rise 

of mass culture there has also been a growing public consciousness in the 

constructs of society giving artists a desire to question, challenge, express 

and demonstrate personal views and the ideas of specific groups and 

identities. The want to identify with more broadly accessible social 

movements has surpassed the earlier trends for associating with specific art 

movements. We have feminist art and continued expansion of performance 

art and photorealism, all styles which appeal to a realistic, current and 

relatable subject matter, able to be empathised with by a wider audience 

and take their abstraction from these sources also. For my work I do not 

wish to connect with a particular group, perhaps because I have never felt 

strongly towards any. Instead my goal is to explore more purely experience-

based forms, to focus on the cinematic and use themes that are universal to 

existence. I choose abstraction as a way to reconnect with a more pure form 

of empathy, one of energy and instinct. To me, these are the things that 

matter and while they do not necessarily demand contemplation there can 

be an appreciation for the aesthetic and experience they provide. The work 

does not require a particular social conscience to understand, it is a physical 

understanding and empathy balanced by the abstraction of the process and 

presentation. I want my work to return to address the “anxiety all human” 

(Horrocks “Art that Moves” 7-8), which earlier Absolute and abstract 

filmmakers were interested in, something which has been lost in the 

complications of social duty and political opinion. 

 

As a whole body of work A Forever, Swarm Frequency and Chemicals and 

Light work together to represent an overall narrative of energy. The inclusion 

of Brooklyn Artifact in this presentation represents a personal, human 

element. An example of the human perception of the universe, be it through 

rationalisation or oblivious following. Within each is an abstract exploration 

of a specific aspect of existence through use of animation and sound. The 

methods which I use and the processes the films go through in production 

are important to the finished product in that I use these techniques as an 

abstraction of narrative energy and as a way to connect with twentieth 

century notions of empathy, immersion and the importance of motion and 

sound as subjects in their own right. When viewed in succession the works 

show a journey through changing and resolving tensions, from a place of 

safety to anxiety and finally melancholic contemplation.  
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Appendix One. 
 

New York Trip Documentation. 

 

Opening my eyes to an impossibly burning light. The first morning in San 

Francisco, a brief pause for circadian adjustment en route to New York City. 

The adjustments certainly have not been made as the light seems so bright 

that black patches obscure parts of my vision and shards of quartz-like 

columns pierce the rest. Nevertheless, the curtains must be opened and the 

day must be tackled. With no specific plans I spend the morning and larger 

part of the afternoon deciding what to do in the city, dozing and having 

colourful conversations with one of the housekeeping staff. Her name 

escapes me. It is difficult to concentrate on basic details when your head is 

spinning with vertigo and jetlag but I must say, the three days of 

conversations we shared helped to get the brain functioning again. The first 

two days in San Francisco are quite uneventful. Every attempt to go out is 

met with extreme fatigue and vertigo to the point of nausea, wobbling steps 

and poor depth perception. I suffer from land sickness and it’s not just from 

long flights, even my regular trips between Christchurch and Hamilton over 

the last year are followed by at least one-two days of vertigo and 

dehydration. But this is what this leg of the journey is for, a chance to reset 

and prepare for the next two weeks in New York.  

 

To my dismay the SFMoMA is closed due to maintenance. I settle instead, 

on my only day of being well enough for activity to visit the Exploratorium. 

Recommended to me by a friend I had at first thought it may be more 

oriented towards children but when I get there I am very happily surprised by 

how many of the exhibitions and contraptions are utilising ideas relevant to 

my own work. Filled with motion machines and optical illusions I have to 

block out the sea of knee-high kids and try to ignore the fact that I am the 

only lone adult playing with absolutely every single exhibit with either a 

massive grin on my face or a furrowed brow for not liking the colours or 

sounds chosen by the engineer/artist. A giant disk filled with metal pins 

catches my attention. The viewer is able to adjust a dial controlling a 

spinning magnet below the disk. According to the speed the pins move up 

and down eventually emulating a morphing metallic liquid strobe. Another 

incredible contraption demonstrates visible sound waves on a giant guitar. 

Behind the strings is a spinning wheel with black and white horizontal stripes. 

The stripes play a role much like filmstrip with the black lines behaving like 

dropped frames so that we only see the areas of white. As the wheel spins 

you strum a chord and the stripes allow you to see a slowed down version of 

the motion of the string. The lower notes showed a much wider wave and 

the higher notes a short wave, just as we are taught in physics of music. 

Then there is a display that creates coloured shadows and a room in which 

nothing had any colour. I think that above all what I take away from the 

Exploratorium is a revival in my interest of the beauty of random, physical 

aesthetics.  

 

The five hour plane trip from San Francisco to New York is a fascinating 

journey. The variance in the landscape, constantly changing. I particularly 

enjoy the expanse of the Utah salt flats and the agricultural mosaics across 

the country. Once night falls on the country and we start to make our 

descent I have one of the most vivid and inspirational experiences of the trip. 

As the plane comes through cloud cover I am left in awe of the fleeting 

sparks of city lights popping in and out of the clouds. Very surreal, with 

music pumping through my headphones and an incredibly smooth descent. I 
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feel as though I am not moving at all. The random blips of light not controlled 

or predetermined in any way give me new inspiration for my work Untitled 

No.2. 

 

New York is a blinding city. I find the noise and smells and general motion of 

the place overwhelming. I could easily talk for hours about the culture how 

bizarre it all seems from my point of view but to be honest, that has not 

influenced my work or experience in any way. Rather, it is the physical 

surrounds that strike me, challenge me and give me new ideas and 

approaches to my practice. At the first opportunity I make my way out to 

Columbia University’s Fine Art campus in Harlem. Here I meet with Douglas 

Repetto who runs the Sonic Arts program. I am relieved to find myself in a 

building not too dissimilar on the inside to the Fine Arts School at Canterbury. 

Old, industrial, not particularly attractive, a stark contrast to the interior of the 

Parsons New School I had visited a few years prior. The walls are off-cream, 

painted brick and stucco with dirty mint green piping running in all directions. 

The place is cool, quiet. Many closed doors with combination bolts. 

Everything is bolted, even the front door to the building, I had to sweet talk 

the security guard to let me in, as though I am not meant to be here. 

Douglas fills me in on the work the other MFA students are doing and invites 

me to spend time with them. He puts me in contact with the group of six 

students and within a couple of hours I have several activities planned with 

the class in the following days when they return from a conference upstate. 

 

Following my meeting I decide to walk around Harlem. The area is 

dishevelled. Industrial works, trains and a port. The roads are wide but there 

is only moderate traffic to fill them. It is a dry area. Little by way of plant life, 

a big change from the garden city I live in. People stand outside apartment 

blocks fenced and baring signposts of what is prohibited beyond the gate. 

Many tacky dollar stores line the streets, selling nail polish and wigs. Display 

walls laced high with cheap skirts and jeans. Scaffolding encases many of 

the buildings as I walk through what feels to be an above ground tunnel 

system, squeezing past people wasting time with friends on the pavement. 

Before long I realise I am lost and become slightly fearful that someone may 

note this and take the opportunity to gain something from it. I can see no 

subway entries and flagging a taxi takes me a good twenty minutes. 

Thankful for a seat after several hours of meandering I make my way back 

to Union Square. 

 

The next three to four days are spent animating and experiencing the city. I 

walk all over, getting a feel for the different areas. Union Square is always 

busy, a steady stream of bodies going in every direction. It takes me a good 

week to adjust to keeping to the right instead of the instinctual left. I am 

taken aback by the number of men who seem to think it’s alright to enter my 

space with comments on the way I look. I had thought the recent slew of 

examples on social media was perhaps blowing it out of proportion but to 

experience this firsthand was another thing again. This is probably why so 

many people are wearing headphones. I stop for some time in Union Square, 

people watching. It seems that giving yourself a sonic bubble in which to 

operate makes you immune to the looks and comments of others and the 

general barrage of the street. I often wonder what people might be listening 

to and in the following days I take up the headphone technique myself. The 

three dimensionality of music has been a very important element to my work 

this year. Watching the world happen around you without hearing any part of 

it is a rather surreal experience. My brain is not accustomed to many of the 

sounds in this place and so instead of trying to fill the gaps I just accept the 
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silence and no diagetic sounds, instead I find a film surrounds my head 

within which only the music in my headphones is audible. No distractions. It 

is an odd feeling. It is the feeling I experienced in the plane and it is one I try 

to create with my work. 

 

Between bouts of wandering the city I begin work on a simple animation 

brought on by my synaesthetic impression of the city. It takes some time 

prepping the paper to animate on. Everyday I have been given a newspaper 

I don’t read and so I coat this with gesso and animate on the roughly 

textured and somewhat translucent background. Still not certain as to how I 

will eventually use it I simply produce a scratchy black and white ring with 

charcoal, changing size and thickness. The sounds and sights are difficult to 

process and the way I feel about it is much like the first day in SF. Black 

patches obscure the view, textured at the edges as more clear senses try to 

push through and form distinct shapes but instead just continue to go 

nowhere specific.  

 

I have a couple of free days to do what I please after my appointment at the 

Anthology Film Archive falls through. After following the instructions for 

application to the letter I am very disappointed that I was never contacted, 

especially after having to keep two days free in case I was given the chance 

to view their collections. I go to my favourite place in the city, the Natural 

History Museum and have a bit of time to enjoy myself. I visit some of the art 

school galleries as well. 

 

The tour of the Harvestworks head quarters falls drastically short of my 

expectations. Having taken an online course with them in coding for 

interactive art I was excited to see the studios where the artists in residence 

work from. However upon arrival the director, Hans Tammen has much less 

enthusiasm for his operation than he seemed to have during our email 

correspondence. He talked of the way the group was originally run back in 

the 1970’s as a studio where artists and musicians could find reliable 

equipment and studio recording facilities and how as these have become 

more readily available and with the rise of the Internet they have switched to 

mostly online dealings and media. Classes are now hosted online and this 

has lead to a gradual decline in the numbers of artists and musicians using 

the space they run for projects. It is a difficult reality that they have to face 

but also exciting as there is so much more accessibility to people from 

different countries, this is how I was able to take a course online all the way 

over in New Zealand while the tutor was in the United States. It is difficult to 

express my anticipation for the future of the medium when met with the brick 

wall of a man dispirited with the decline in his business. And a business it 

was, he seemed more interested in telling me about the financial issues 

presented than with the variety of art coming through his doors. An 

unfortunate reality of the rise of cinema and music seeing the decline of 

more artistic movements. 

 

I am invited on a field trip with the music students from Columbia University. 

There is a lady who runs weekly art days for the students, taking them out 

into the city to various exhibitions and performances. Many of the students 

are not from NYC. I have been talking with a man named Chatori who has 

come to NY from Japan to do his MFA in sonic art. We meet with the rest of 

the class at a gallery called, The Kitchen. The manager of the space talks us 

through the realisation of the space as a hybrid somewhere between a 

gallery and a theatre. A space for performance artists and musicians to 

present work. Not only is it a hybrid in what it hosts but the space itself it 
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very much half gallery and half low budget theatre with two walls pure white 

and the other two black-painted brick. The show is a performance by Danh 

Vo and Xiu Xiu. A three hour collaborative piece of percussion. The 

performance is very physical for all  five performers. Two pounding 

constantly on brick keeping a stead beat while the remaining three hurl force 

at all manner of cymbals, drums, xylophones and gongs. The gallery walls 

are covered in massive calligraphic writing with statements such as, 

“fabulous muscles take my breath away”, “honey boy place my ashes in a 

vase beneath your workbench” and “cremate me after you cum on my lips”. 

Violent sexual and masculine, it is an odd setting as the performers 

themselves do not present a particularly sexual piece. Until they bring out 

more than twenty  vibrators to drape over gongs creating a strange invisible 

metallic insect swarm in the room. I wish the artists or curator could have 

spoke more of the work as I feel I am missing something in my 

understanding. 

 

The next day I return to Columbia and talk with the students Cam, Chatori, 

Alice and Nolan about their work. They all have very different projects 

underway. The course is only in its second year so at this point the students 

are very free to do what suits them as the department finds a solid base. It is 

very interesting to hear about the different works being created, to critique 

one another and generally connect with other students working in a similar 

field to myself, somewhere between the sonic and visual arts. Part way 

through discussing Alice’s work Cam arrives and tells us that Chatori has 

been mugged in the street not far away. Another scary reality of being a 

foreigner in this city and particularly this area of Harlem. I am told that 

criminals take advantage of Asian tourists in particular. Chatori was taken 

into a van and told to give all his belonging and was further forced to empty 

is bank account at an ATM. The muggers then gave him a bag of old 

clothing and left. This experience really got me on my toes. It is difficult to 

know how to react when something so terrible happens to someone you 

barely know. Indeed even for the others, they had only met two months ago. 

As Alice and Cam try to find Chatori in the streets Nolan and I discuss his 

work. We go out to the main Columbia campus a few minutes walk from the 

fine arts building. It is a place like none I have seen. Very grand with 

manicured lawns, box hedges, statues and giant flights of white stone steps. 

It was hard to believe that this was a normal way for a university to appear. 

After returning to the fine arts department I am introduced to one of the 

visiting professors. A geologist, he is working with Nolan on bringing 

recordings from earthquakes up to an audible level. Though we don't go into 

detail you can imagine my fascination with this after the earthquakes we 

endured in Christchurch in 2011-12.  

 

The final activity during my stay in NY is attending a workshop on how to 

make handmade emulsions for film. We make our own emulsions and apply 

this to clear filmstrip. After this we expose the film, making random 

experiments on the roof patio of the building using a small Bolex camera 

hooked up to a power supply comprised of many haphazard extension cable 

connections. The view is incredible, not far off a 360 degree view of 

Brooklyn and the surrounds. Over the next week our tutor develops the film 

for us and makes it available as a digital download. Initially we got to see a 

short practice strip in the negative but to see the entire 1.5 minute piece is 

amazing. What gets me most excited is how by hand painting the emulsion 

onto the celluloid I am able to create an effect much like I do when making 

scratch films but in addition to this, those painted areas also hold a moving 

image of what we had filmed. Even more beautiful to me were the areas of 
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speckling where the emulsion had cracked, creating fleeting specks not 

unlike the city light peeking through cloud cover from the aeroplane. These 

spots seemed to sprinkle like stardust over the frame adding a celestial 

element to the footage. I plan to use this footage to create a short study, 

using the newspaper animations also, of my time in New York. 

 

To finish the trip a long slow journey across the country and back down to 

New Zealand. I take with me a new set of experiences, some that I can use 

for my work this year, some that will simply sink into the back of my mind.  
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Appendix Two. 
 

University of the Third Age (U3A) Godley, Seminar Transcript. 

September 1 2014. 

“What’s happening in the arts?” 

Clara Wells on Experiential Film Making. 

 

“After this talk was locked in and all the wheels set in motion I thought to 

myself “*gasps*….I need to organise this big sporadic mess of work into 

something that can be coherently talked about” and that did not seem like 

any simple task. You see the issue for me is that I am still very much trying 

to work out what I am doing. And of course a lot of us are. But I am trying to 

complete a Masters degree here and I am really thankful that I have been 

asked to talk about my work and involvement in the arts because it is 

making me think from an outsiders perspective. What is it that you, actually 

want to know about? It’s very easy to get lost in your own little world as I do 

so frequently. But that’s OK because my work is all about becoming 

immersed, consumed and lost in a bubble dislocated from the world. That 

said the challenge, is creating that for somebody else. 

 

Today I am going to talk to you about experiential art. Primarily my own work, 

where it has come from and the sorts of influences I have had from other 

artists. 

 

I am going to play you a few excerpts from two recent works of mine. The 

first piece, Untitled No.1 was a piece I made last year that was actually 

purchased by the university so I’m really proud of that and I will talk to you 

about how the creation of this work was one of several turning points for me. 

Before I get carried away and talk anymore about it I better show you: 

(1-2minutes of Untitled No.1) 

 

So there you go, this work is actually about eleven minutes total but 

unfortunately we haven’t the time for that at the moment. So as I mentioned 

this work was something of a turning point for me. Up until I made this work I 

had been working with actors and colour and writing poetic narrative and 

while that was satisfying to some degree I also felt as though I was not so 

connected with the work. What I wanted was to be able to make something 

that you could fall into. Something that took you away from whatever was 

going on in your life. Sure a movie with characters and plot will do that but I 

wanted the audience to not have to think about anything. To instead be 

caught up simply in the energy of movement and sound. This for me was my 

first successful look into experiential filmmaking.  

 

Instead of looking to modern artists to help me find my methods I went right 

back to the first half of the twentieth century when filmmaking was becoming 

more widespread. In particular I have been looking into the works and ideas 

of surrealist and abstract filmmakers and direct filmmaking. Much like 

surrealism in other mediums, surrealist cinema played with absurd, irrational 

imagery and took cues from dream-worlds and the subconscious mind. Out 

of this also grew a desire from the artists, such as Salvador Dali and Man 

Ray, to be more connected with the work. They felt that the role of the artist 

was lost in replicating live imagery onto celluloid. And so developed the idea 

of direct filmmaking, or ‘camera-less’ filmmaking. The techniques became 

more painterly and it was up to the artist to do all of the work. Of these 

techniques there were a couple which I have taken and adapted in my own 
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work. Man Ray developed a techniques he called ‘the Rayogram’ this 

harnessed the idea of randomisation. With this he would lay objects on a un-

exposed filmstrip so as to look good in linear fashion. After the work was 

exposed, these images would then be run through a projector creating a 

leaping randomised mixture of frames.  

And then there is the techniques I hold perhaps most dearly, the scratch of 

film technique. Here is an exert from Lye’s film Free Radicals. This method 

was perhaps made most famous by NZ artist Len Lye. Indeed his work has 

influenced me greatly in many aspects. But coming back to this specific 

technique, black filmstrip was then scratched back into, exposing the clear 

celluloid below. In this way the artist was directly manipulating the film and 

able to animate all manner of shapes and lines. This method gives the 

audience a very strong sense of movement of the frames, the detail of time 

and above all, energy. 

 

With the currently declining use of film my challenge has been to recreate 

the same energy using similar techniques. Which in itself has been 

something of a moral challenge. Staying true to the ideas of some of the 

artists who pioneered the techniques I am using, versus wanting to replicate 

the aesthetic for my own reasons. It’s hard to know where it is ok for me to 

draw the line without become hypocritical. So this is just yet another aspect 

of my work that I still haven’t quite come to terms with and am still trying to 

figure out how to approach it academically. 

 

Recently I finished up with an installation for the Student Series at University. 

This is a student-curated series of three exhibitions and I was fortunate 

enough to have one of my experimental works accepted for show. The 

installation was shown in part two of the series, a group exhibition along with 

Sean Bosman, Tim McLaughlin and Matt Joils called No Signal. I have been 

tackling the role of environment in presentation and establishing an 

immersive experience. I created an installation in one of the small gallery 

spaces on campus with my goal being to gain critical feedback on viewers 

experience. Here are a few still images of the set up.  

 

Unfortunately due to the low lighting conditions and size of the space I 

haven’t any motion images within the space however here is also a short clip 

of the undistorted projection. 

 

So with this I wanted to warp the images and give the audience an 

uncertainty of where each image extended to. My hope was that through this 

disruption of perspective there would be a greater interest and focus on the 

imagery. People were also encouraged to walk amongst the projections and 

experience the forms against their own bodies and on others. Basically I 

tried to create the most calming environment possible without distractions. 

As with any work some parts were successful and others need more 

development but I was really happy with the results and the feedback I 

received. 

 

The final show of the student series is currently running in the SoFA gallery 

on campus so I recommend you go check that out as well as some of the 

smaller galleries too. There’s some really interesting work being produced 

by the students. 

 

This piece is as you have realised, vastly different from the earlier one I 

showed you. It focuses on calming, swelling and seemingly never ending 

energy flow. This work came about after I was involved in the Sonic Arts 
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Festival here in Christchurch just last summer. Sound is something very 

important to my work. It is after all a form of energy. During the sonic arts 

festival I directed a documentary (which is still in the making) and that got 

me really involved with the various artists, talking to them and documenting 

their work. Most notably for me was given that there was little to no visual 

elements to the work the detail and use of environment was so important to 

their work. I remember the opening night, there was a performance by 

Rachel Shearer call Signals from Unknown Sources which was 

overwhelmingly filled with energy and completely inescapable. The sound 

became the physical environment.  

 

Another piece which challenged the idea of environment was by British 

artists known as Circumstance, their piece A folded path, saw participants 

carry speakers that were GPS controlled, so in accordance with the 

participants position the speakers would play different sounds. This is a clip 

from the documentary I mentioned earlier. The work took the form of a walk 

around the central city, three groups intersecting and splitting with the 

sounds interacting the entire way. It was really fascinating to see people 

experimenting with bouncing their sounds off the derelict buildings and one 

another, swinging them and manipulating the sounds into an orchestra of 

magical noise. If they ever come back I would absolutely recommend taking 

the tour. Here is a small clip from the documentary showing the piece. 

 

These events have made me try to think about the role of music in my own 

work. So far I have not made my own music, a couple of good friends of 

mine who are musicians have helped me. I do feel as though I want to make 

the leap and do this myself. But I think this is just yet another facet that I am 

trying to figure out for myself. 

 

To bring us back around to the visual aspects of my work and my 

exploration into space and optical techniques I have recently been turning 

my attention to more contemporary artists. Most of these artists are working 

with projection and creating an entire environment. For example here is a 

work by artist Pippilotti Rist titled Sip my Ocean. Here she uses the angle of 

projections and mirrored image to create a sense of falling. Also recently of 

interest to me are the immersive works of Italian artist TeZ. Here is a short 

clip from his piece Anharmonium. 

 

By looking into more modern artists I’ve really been able to explore methods 

of creating whole environments. The sort of technology we have available is 

pretty incredible so in some of my works I am trying to create an intersection 

between old animation techniques and presenting them in a very modern 

setting. To me it seems that artists both in the current time and going right 

back to 80 years ago are confronting the same ideas. Wanting to create an 

escape, to separate the mind from present concerns and to make a 

experience not readily available based on the subconscious mind. I am 

fascinated by this idea of taking an old technique, sculpting it for modern 

production and then presenting it for a twenty-first century audience. 

 

So all of this work and realisations have brought me right here talking to you. 

Because without all of this I would not have been granted with the incredible 

opportunity to travel overseas and broaden my experiences. It was because 

of this scholarship that Pat found Rosalie and Myself and asked us to come 

speak to you about our practice. I will be traveling to the United States at the 

end of this month for 3 weeks. While I am there I will be attending several 

direct filmmaking workshops including one on hand processing. I hope that 
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through being able to do this I may be able to answer some of my concerns 

about what is ok for me to borrow from the past and what degree of 

adaptation can be seen as morally suitable. Colombia University and the 

School of Visual Arts have both invited me to spend time with their artists in 

residence and to use their resources for my study which I am very excited 

about. There are of course more activities I have planned but I will restrain 

myself from talking too much further about it.  

 

Thank you all for taking the time to come out and listen. I am as I said, still 

trying to work things out and hopefully arranging it all into this talk is going to 

help me to more efficiently disappear back into a little bubble and with any 

luck, my audience will be able to follow! 

 

If anyone has any questions, please feel free to ask away.” 
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Appendix Three. 
 

Postgraduate Seminar 2014. 

Transcript. 

Clara Wells. 

 

“Hello, I’m Clara, today my goal is to tell you about my practice and I hope 

that I’ll be able to help you understand where the works have come from. My 

films and installations tend rely less on the art historical influences and 

instead use those as a vehicle, more loosely, for representing more 

psychological and scientific concepts and experiences. 

 

So to start things off we need to define IMMERSION. So in what sense do I 

use this term?  

Immersion is a confrontation, a state of complete mental focus, to be 

absorbed and wholly involved to a point where you become consumed and 

are able to accept the alternative reality that is being presented. I think that 

across many genres of filmmaking we are trying to instil a sense 

involvement for the viewer and often this is presented in the form of a story.  

 

Last year I did document quite thoroughly the transition I made from 

storytelling in a more explicit sense of the word to instead wanting to provide 

a more abstract escape in my films. That’s not to say that narrative was in 

any way discounted from my work, instead I became pretty hooked on some 

of the ideas that Len Lye had to do with energy and motion and from that I 

took away the idea that really, energy drives everything including the 

characteristics of a story and could therefore be used to draw an audience in 

and direct them through a series of senses which in the end would result in 

some degree of immersion.  

 

So now that you’ve got a bit of an idea of what I’m getting at, I’m going to 

break it up into the two main aspects of my thesis. That is: 

* the Theory of immersion and,   

* how I use it in my practice. 

Within the theory of immersion side of things I’ll talk a bit about the following 

topics, particularly empathy and affect and the use of imagery and sound 

 

As far as my studio practice goes I want to talk about these topics (on slide) 

which are basically the physical uses of the theories and the results they 

produce. 

 

Empathy: 

Empathy on a scientific level is so intrinsic to creating immersion. Without 

this concept we would be lacking. Empathy, the way I use it is not simply a 

matter of understanding a situation, for example in a horror movie we might 

feel frightened not necessarily because we’ve been chased by a giant shark 

before but because we are able to empathize and assume that that would in 

fact be really scary. Instead I like to manipulate the part empathy plays in 

how we learn and mimic things. When we watch something happening a 

subconscious part of our brain carries out the steps we would require to 

copy that action right up to the point of actually doing it. This is what gives us 

a great sense of involvement when watching dance and sports even though 

in reality we may have never done those things. Now, I am creating 

animations for the most part. Something that I find so fascinating is that 

given the right environment your brain has the ability to empathise with the 
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energy itself which is being portrayed. And when you add a soundtrack to 

that as well it really enhances the transitions of energy and engages your 

senses further drawing you in towards a state of immersion. 

 

Untitled No.1 Plays. 

 

During my honours year I really dug into the scientific side of this and how 

Len Lye and Stan Brakhage used empathy and energy in their work to 

stimulate a sense of involvement in their audiences. It was this research that 

helped me to adapt old school filmmaking techniques to suit the context of 

my work. But going back to my work from last year I put a focus on how to 

use hand drawn animation techniques to create what was essentially a 

transcription of noise and energy into a moving image. The result being that 

the stimulation of aural and visual senses created a subconscious link with 

other emotional and empathetic experiences. My piece Untitled No.1 was 

what I would consider to be a turning point in my practice and brings me to 

what I am researching today. Recently I returned to a book called “Deleuze, 

Altered States and Film” where the author makes an interesting point about 

the role of ‘affect’ in altered states cinema. 

 

“Internal and self-reflective in nature, affect operates by ‘a coincidence of 

subject and object, or the way in which the subject perceives itself, or rather 

experiences itself or feels itself ‘from the inside’ The processing of an 

image’s affective quality occurs in the temporal pause between action and 

perception, an interval potent with possibilities for change” 

 

So I’ve taken this idea and tried run with it. I think that even the nature of the 

wording of this quote suits my work. It’s somehow loose and specific at the 

same time and also leaves a huge amount to interpretation. 

 

Imagery and Sound: 

That brings me to the next topic of imagery and sound. The ideas 

surrounding the use of various techniques are fairly widespread however 

there are a couple of main ones I have adopted. One thing that I really like to 

try to achieve is a sense of relaxation and escape. I have found through my 

readings that in order to become immersed in something the setting is really 

important so one thing that I have been looking into is how to encourage the 

viewer to be relaxed and for there to be no distractions to disturb the 

transition.  

 

Primarily I have found that hypnotic, meditative sounds and movements 

have been really successful. I was reading a book on how music and 

emotions are linked and the author made some really interesting points 

about how music is processed by the brain and in turn, the rest of the body. 

Tartchanoff wrote about the influence music has on muscular activity and 

found that different melodies had very different effects. For example pieces 

in a minor key with slow rhythms actually decreased the capacity of 

muscular work to the point of completely ceasing if the listener was already 

fatigued. In contrast, isolated tones simple tonal sequences and motif all had 

an energising effect upon the muscles. In addition to this Hanslick said that 

“Music evokes feelings that are emancipated from worldly affairs…feelings 

not that of daily life…a general feeling-state or mood. A person attains a 

state of consciousness free from worldly associations. A person is taken out 

of himself…which is a wholesome experience.” 
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What I have taken from all this is that I can use music in my work with just as 

much flexibility as the images in order to direct the viewers experience.  

 

As mentioned before the techniques I use are chosen specifically to give a 

sense of motion and energy. I use hand drawn animation techniques such 

as: scratch film, 2D animation Rayogram, slow motion and stop motion. 

These are all styles that really put an emphasis on the motion and for me the 

creation of motion. It really is quite labour intensive to create these works 

and just for me as the artist it gives just a completely different appreciation 

for movement. I also favour these techniques because of the way that they 

are so clearly handmade. Artists like Lye, Dali, Man Ray, they all saw direct 

filmmaking as a more personal approach to filmmaking allowing the ‘artists’ 

hand’ to remain an evident part of the process which was seen as ‘lost’ 

when using a film camera to produce the work. I feel more a part of the work 

and the attention that goes into creating even half a second of footage. 

 

Themes. 

This is a slide with a bunch of buzz words for me. The actual images that I 

am using in my work this year all relate to the themes of awe, wonder and 

energy in life. I think I could probably talk about this more if anyone would 

like me to, but briefly, I have chosen these because they fit very well with the 

idea of creating an escape. I find that I am fascinated by these things but 

also I know that my audience are able to draw on their own experiences and 

their own nature will guide their involvement in the work. I am currently 

working on pieces that aim to evoke a feeling of being submerged, a feeling 

of a celestial experience and a third piece looking more at frantic and 

random motions of cells and insects.  I just want to present a place to 

escape to, something not ordinary but also a bit magical and beyond what 

you might expect. 

 

Recently I opened my first installation piece and I’ve been getting a mixture 

of feedback with regards to the viewers’ experiences. Some have found it 

deeply relaxing, others found it spiritual or conversely grounding. 

Otherworldly, sci-fi, ocean-like, nurturing, spooky. I’m just so excited by the 

range of emotions people are impressing on themselves whilst in the space. 

I would really like to talk more to people about it. 

 

So the themes my works are dealing with are universal but also I use the 

circle motif in various states because of this universality of the symbol.  I am 

perhaps most interested in it as a way of drawing people inward, to give a 

sense of falling/rising to evoke an ontic shift. This is the moment where a 

person experiences a shift in reality and is often the transition into an altered 

state through whatever means be it hypnosis, meditation, narcotics or 

otherwise. As the author, Hume, puts it : “the spiral, concentric circle…are 

generic symbols that pull the viewer into the centre and act as 

portals…these symbols direct the eye inward and outward providing a 

cognitive or optical figure-ground reversal”  I will also be employing other 

imagery such as flicker, dotting and line work which can be used to act in 

similar ways to create illusions. 

 

Sonically I am just starting to look at binaural beats (the third beat created 

from listening to tones close to the same in different ears) 

 

So finally my most recent path of research has been into how the space 

dictates the way a person is receptive to immersion. I have always found it 
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really difficult screening my films in a cinema and have always firmly 

believed that the most successful viewings of my work have been as 

individual viewings where the person is alone and able to block out outside 

noises and movement. My work for student series is a first attempt at 

creating a whole environment to experience the work. I think there are 

clearly some successes and failures there which I know I can work on and 

improve so that has been excellent for me. I want to try to create a booth for 

no more than 2 people to view the work at a time and see how that alters the 

experience. From there I hope to be able to present the work in the form 

most fitting. So far I’ve realised that the act of isolating the viewer from the 

everyday world is very important. It’s just a matter now of completing that 

experience. I’m still working towards this. 

 

So that’s what I’m working on this year. If anyone has questions for me and 

advice or direction on anything I’ve been talking about it would be great. 

Obviously I couldn’t talk about everything, but if there are gaps you would 

like me to fill I’d be happy to. 

 

Thank you.” 

 

Reflections on this talk. 

 
This talk was met with differing opinions, most striking was one panellists 

view that the talk was ‘pointless’ as it did not contain enough motion image. I 

might explain that during the talk I experienced several technical issues, the 

videos within my slides did not play and once we got them working on 

another machine, after the talk was given, the sound was also not 

functioning properly. These were issues that were beyond my control and 

yet I was still met with stern words and an overall disapproval of my work 

from the panellist. Essentially I was told that people did not want to know 

how I achieve what I do, that instead I needed to demonstrate why it was 

work looking at in the first place. I will admit I was shocked and at the time I 

was unable to gather myself together enough to put forward my case. At this 

point in my research I had not completely formed my opinions and 

motivations, I was more concerned with experimentation and feeling for an 

aesthetic. I think that this was an odd turn for me. I started to consider my 

work more in term of if it was worth looking at and why. I found it distressing 

that my main motivation behind my work, the methodologies, was able to be 

shot down and discredited so readily by a critic. Also questioned was my use 

of the term empathy. The panellists believed that it is not often used in the 

context that I am using it, they believe it is used in relation to character. This 

illustrates some of the issues with the term I expressed in section one. This 

particular comment is one that I am able to separate as I can see that it is 

demonstrative of one of the issues at hand. I find it difficult however to 

understand the first panellists comments about the relevance of 

methodologies. While I can see how they might be relevant in a generalised 

sense, the comments do not take into account the significance of the 

process in relation to my thesis and art. While I can isolate this now at the 

time it caused me to have a very low point, emotionally, questioning my 

ability to produce work that was of significance, that anyone would waste 

their time looking at. This was a challenge that took several months for me 

to recover from. On a more positive note, it was mentioned that perhaps and 

‘abstraction of narrative’ would be a way to approach some of my ideas. This 

gave me a solid point to run with, which has been discussed in part one. 

Overall, this talk was difficult for me because of the response from the panel. 
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Having an understanding of and passion for a subject only to be knocked 

back is not easy to deal with. This particular part of the experience did not 

influence me greatly other than to help me to make a stronger argument for 

methodologies being as significant as the work itself. The other panellists 

helped shed light on some subjects, which my work has benefitted from 

being able to explore. 
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Introduction 

 

My work has always been concerned with the idea of entering another state 

of mind. Be that the mind of another person, the mind of the artist or an 

unfrequented bubble of the viewer’s. The challenge for me has been in 

finding an appropriate medium and subject matter through which to project 

this. More so than ever artists working in the medium of film are faced with a 

bombardment of popular styles (and those less so) and made to choose. 

However the playing field is biased. I grew up during the 1990’s and early 

2000’s, at this point film was a widespread and well-developed 

entertainment source across the globe, focussed on technical clarity and to 

a great extent suited to mainstream viewership. These qualities are things 

the majority of us take for granted when we are young and indeed for many, 

for the rest of our lives. As I entered the world of fine art filmmaking it 

became clear to me that there were in fact many different styles of 

filmmaking however one style reigned supreme. I have been constantly 

confronted, somewhat against my will, by the pressure to produce 

‘Hollywood Style’ films. That is, the technologically obsessed, narrative 

driven, pretty and addictive world of D.W. Griffith filmmaking 7 . Widely 

considered the father of narrative cinema, D.W. Griffith developed and put to 

use techniques for editing and camera work that essentially govern the way 

films are made today. Where would the entertainment industry be today if it 

weren’t for parallel editing and the 180° rule? Almost all of these techniques 

and rules are designed to make a film seamless, to create a more involving 

experience for the audience. While this is my main purpose, I have always 

tended towards more abstract subject matter than what is frequently 

                                                        
7 Roger Horrocks , Composing Motion: Len Lye and Experimental Film-making, exh. cat. 
Wellington, National Art Gallery, 1991, p.7 

addressed in live-action cinema. I, as an artist, feel the necessity to have a 

closer connection to my work than actors and camera can provide. Thus 

began a serious of turning points throughout 2013, which brought me to an 

acceptance of both live-action and animation as a medium through which to 

present my ideas. 

 

Throughout my work and this essay I look to other artists, particularly Len 

Lye, Stan Brakhage and Man Ray for support and inspiration. Their ideas 

and art are explored within the essay in comparison and contrast to my own 

work. This essay describes the path my studio practice led me down in the 

early part of 2013 and the progressive turning points that brought my year’s 

work to a resolution. At the beginning of 2013 I was working with both live-

action filmmaking and animation (primarily adaptations of scratch-

filmmaking). Perhaps trying to find my footing and make a decision on which 

to commit to. The main question I faced: Which of these styles will best 

depict my ideas on energy and motion in the immersion experience?  

 

The essay will be split into four sections. The first gives an overview of 

immersion in film and its significance in my work. The second looks at how I 

dealt with the use of live-action in my short film Youngbloods and how I 

achieved immersion through editing styles and use of motion. The third 

section will take a step away from film and look at the importance of 

soundtrack and the use of sonata form in depicting emotion and narrative 

energy in both of my works. Finally, section four addresses the animation 

techniques I have developed, how they are instrumental in creating an 

immersion experience and how my animated short film, Untitled No.1, 

provides a closer connection between myself, as the artist, and the work.  
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One: Immersion in the film experience. 

 

In my work since 2010, I have endeavoured to create an alternative world. I 

call it a bubble, a temporary mind-space for the audience to live in briefly but 

wholly.  It has not been until this year, when my research has been able to 

be more focused, that I have been able to understand more fully methods 

we use both consciously and unconsciously to create immersion in film and 

just how significant this is to the work I am doing today. 

 

For my work this idea of becoming immersed, allowing the viewer to be 

completely involved and unseparated from the film, has become extremely 

important. While I could go into discussion about Diderot’s Fourth Wall I 

prefer to keep the focus on more physical and immediate psychological 

responses as opposed to theoretical ones concerning viewership. This is a 

notion that Brakhage tackled throughout his work, as Michelson puts it, 

‘…Then it came to Stan Brakhage to radicalize the revision of filmic 

temporality in positing the sense of a continuous present, of a filmic time 

which devours memory and expectation in the presentation of presentness.’8 

 

In his studies Lye (who was self-taught mostly, spending much time in public 

libraries in his earlier years in New Zealand studying philosophers, 

musicians and great artists) happened upon the theories of Robert Vischer. 

Among his contributions to art history was, perhaps most significantly, his 

theories on analysis of art works based on aesthetic principles and 

impressions9. The point to take form this is that he was the inventor of the 

                                                        
8 David E. James, Stan Brakhage: Filmmaker, Philadelphia, Temple University Press, 2005, p. 
53 
9 Sorensen, Lee, Vischer, Robert, Dictionary of Art Historians, 26 July 2013 
http://www.dictionaryofarthistorians.org/vischerr.htm 

term, Einfühlung meaning ‘feeling-into’ or as it was introduced to the English 

language in 1909, empathy10. As Len Lye said himself, “the whole business 

with any art is first empathy’11 This ‘feeling-into’ is a key component of our 

ability to understand and to become immersed in a film. This idea can be 

taken back to the Futurist writers who saw the viewing of art as a very active 

experience, one that involved the viewers’ brains and bodies, challenging 

their intellects and evoking feelings on both conscious and unconscious 

levels12.  In the same way Lye’s kinetic art was said to invite a response 

from the viewer, not only that they would see the work but the muscles and 

nerves also gained stimulation. An example of this kind of tactile experience 

in film would be in Brakhage’s 1957 film Loving. The couple having sex are 

barely distinguishable13. While we understand what is going on, the images 

are so close we never get the full picture, instead the audience has a tactile 

experience14. In my film, Youngbloods, a similar approach to filmmaking is 

taken in which there is never a complete shot of the action15. Instead the 

audience is invited to feel the motion and place themselves alongside the 

characters. A second example of this in a more modern context would be 

the party scenes from the feature film Project X by Nourizadeh16. Similarly 

the shots are unsteady and mostly close ups, giving the viewer a firsthand 

experience within the film. 

 

                                                        
10 Greiner, Rae, 1909: the introduction of the word ‘empathy’ into English, BRANCH: Britain, 
Representation and Nineteenth-Century History. Ed. Dino Franco Felluga, 26 July 2013 
<http://www.branchcollective.org/?ps_articles=rae-greiner-1909-the-introduction-of-the-word-
empathy-into-english> 
11 Roger Horrocks, Art that Moves: The work of Len Lye, Auckland, Auckland University Press, 
2009p. 10 
12 Ibid., p. 10 
13 View still image in appendix 1, fig.3 
14 James, Stan Brakhage, p. 24 
15 View still image in appendix 1, fig.4 
16 View still image in appendix 1, fig.5 
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The balance and timing of sound and image is extremely important in 

establishing an immersive experience in a film. Through my work I am 

constantly allowing the musical and visual narratives to evolve alongside 

one another, as they must coexist in order to establish a harmony and 

complimentary dialogue critical to open the audience to an empathetic 

experience. Vischer believed, “the visual artist should enjoy motion for its 

own sake, completely apart from its motive”17 and through my work in 2013 I 

aim to create a bubble for the audience, where the motion and energy of 

both the characters world and the music that accompanies it might stand 

alone as an experience and an escape from everyday life that may be 

enjoyed simply for what it is; a narrative of energy. 

 

  

                                                        
17 Horrocks, Art that Moves, p. 10 
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Two: Youngbloods and the applications of live-action filmmaking in the 

immersion experience. 

 

The live action piece I have produced as part of my work this year, 

Youngbloods, was perhaps the most challenging to my sensibilities as an 

artist. Throughout its production, the film has presented me with questions 

and consequently turning points, which have directed my areas of research, 

experimentation and, ultimately, brought me to conclusions about the paths I 

wish to take as an artist. This section will look in detail at the challenges I 

faced in making Youngbloods, as well as how movement and energy 

shaped the narrative and how certain shooting and editing techniques 

developed a sense of immersion in the film. 

 

Len Lye’s ideas on evolutional energies have been a strong influence on the 

way I have been thinking about energy in relation to storytelling and 

communication. After some research and consideration I came to a list of 

uses of these ideas applicable to Youngbloods; 

 

-movement for movement’s, sake regardless of its motive. 

-movement and energy in the narrative curve of storytelling. 

-interpretation of movement in sonata form. 

-energy of life, particularly youth. 

 

These ideas intertwine to some extent, largely due to the natural progression 

from one thought to the next. Though Lye’s work was an alternative to the 

D.W Griffith model of narrative filmmaking one can’t help but note that even 

in works such as Tusalava, the communication of evolutional energies still 

follows the basic notion of the narrative curve. In this case it is also a circular 

narrative both in the way it is seen and by the meaning of the title. Tusalava 

is a Samoan word meaning eventually, everything is the same18. 

 

Charles Darwin’s book The Origin of Species was an important influence on 

Lye, and indeed many other artists, philosophers and scientists. It has been 

thought that Lye’s interest in motion may be linked to the theory of 

evolution19  “One of his favourite themes was ‘the beginnings of organic life 

up to [the] development of an anxiety all human’”20 writes Horrocks. The 

energies of evolution that Lye depicts in Tusalava, undeniably adhere to a 

simple narrative of exposition, rising action, climax and resolution. A 

narrative in itself is simply a journey of energy from a calm state, escalating 

reaching a point of climax or total potential before diminishing again, back to 

a state of calm. In this way life itself can be viewed as a narrative of energy. 

Beginning in a low state from embryo to childhood, taking a turning point in 

the teen years, building throughout the reproductive and first independent 

years of our 20s before reaching a plateau and making the gradual decline 

until energies are resolved in death in the elderly years. After breaking the 

narrative curve into its purest state of energy transfer I find it unavoidable to 

draw relationships between Lye’s ideas about movement as subject in art 

and the essence of narrative. In this way it seems detrimental to abandon a 

narrative structure. Would it even be possible to do so and still produce a 

finished work? After all isn’t a finished painting essentially the final frame of 

a resolved journey? It seems that Lye’s aims to establish filmmaking as a 

medium that could stand equal to the likes of painting and sculpture as a 

form of fine art have been realised. Showing that it is not just a form of 

                                                        
18 Horrocks. Composing Motion, p. 184 
19 Horrocks, Art that Moves, p. 7 
20 Ibid., pp. 7-8 
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narrative entertainment but also showing that at its most basic, the journey 

of the narrative energy is an essential element in development of any piece 

of art whether it be shown in its entirety as in film or at a point of resolution in 

static art. 

 

Choosing to continue with narrative cinema in Youngbloods, the focus 

became the depictions of physical actions of characters showing a 

development of the group dynamic and relationships between individuals. 

These physical and emotional energies are shown through gesture, facial 

expression and setting. It is complimented by a modern take on a five-

movement sonata, to be further discussed in the following section. 

 

Youngbloods is choreographed to the soundtrack. While not a music video, 

it is certainly a film in which music and image work together to support the 

purpose of each other. While it is mentioned in the introduction that I wished 

to move away from D.W. Griffith models in editing, I found that it was 

necessary to utilise some of these to serve my purpose while rejecting 

others to create further impact. I used classical cutting techniques to my 

advantage, such as shot sequencing to enhance the emotional 

understanding for the audience, while at the same time using it to match 

physical action. Using two conflicting motives for sequencing, (Griffith 

believed that the sequence should be determined by dramatic and emotional 

factors, not physical action) I create a dynamic scene where emotion and 

movement can be experienced as one. Another method I have specifically 

used in the opposite manner is the idea of the close up as a way to convey 

psychological reactions. Given that the majority of Youngbloods takes place 

as close ups and extreme close ups, I have chosen to use the medium shot 

and wide shot to show moments of important emotional reaction. The use of 

close ups throughout helps the audience to focus on movement and positive 

emotions such as happiness and excitement. It is a very involved experience 

for the audience and designed to steer the audience towards taking these 

emotions for granted, as though they are just another part of the scene. For 

key moments however, I take a medium or wide shot as a sobering look at 

the situation. The stark contrast is attention grabbing and often a moment of 

clarity for both audience and character. Particular moments of this in 

Youngbloods, include during scene five21 when the redheaded female lead 

sees her boyfriend kiss another girl and the final shot22 of the female lead 

leaves down the street following a violent confrontation against her boyfriend. 

A third method I use in an altered way to the original application is match-on-

action editing. Here the editor sequences several shots of an action from 

different angles in such a way that the movement continues in regular time 

regardless of the shift in view point. For my film, I take a motion in space and 

sequence it with other motions (for example, the downward movement of a 

moving van sequenced next to the downward movement of a hand). Here I 

use the idea that a motion continues through space from different angles but 

with the added complication of it also being different subject matter. In doing 

this, the entire scene appears to be moving in harmonious motion, as 

opposed to several separate subjects acting independently within the scene. 

The result is a highly dynamic image where the audience is guided through 

movements that inform one another. 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
21 View image in appendix 1, fig.6. 
22 View image in appendix 1, fig.7. 
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Three: Soundtrack and music as an emotive force. 

 

In my work from 2011 onwards I have made a conscience decision to reject 

circumstantial sound in my films. Two films I made in 2011 and 2012 only 

used soundtrack and voice over to narrate the action. It is in 2013 that I have 

completely removed any sounds other than music from my work. While 

looking into the relationships between sound, music and film the work of 

Brakhage became relevant to my films again. On the one hand there are 

similarities but also some key differences are important in understanding my 

work. Annette Michelson writes in her essay23 that Brakhage rejected sound 

in favour of sight, backing his choice by saying that sound was a worrying 

and agitating element, particularly voice.24 I find that for me this is a similar 

concern, however conversely, I believe that music is extremely important to 

my work and how it is experienced. To Brakhage, “music has never been a 

major creative factor.”25 A clear example of this can be seen by comparing 

Brakhage’s 1952, Desistfilm to my own Youngbloods. Using similar subjects 

of contemporary youths of the time behaving in a riotous manner both reject 

all circumstantial sound and replace it with music. The quality and creative 

input varies greatly between the two producing a very different experience 

for the audiences yet both have arisen from a similar starting point and focus 

on similar social behaviours. While thinking about Brakhage’s “vehement 

commitment to the primacy or ‘nobility’ of sight”26 helped me to focus on 

movement, especially in the post production stages and certainly pushed me 

towards animation in the latter half of the year, I still believe (especially with 

                                                        
23 The essay, Camera Lucida/Camera Obscura. 
24 James, Stan Brakhage, p. 42 
25 Ibid., p. 24 
26 Ibid., p. 43 

what is technologically available in 2013) that music is absolutely essential 

for achieving the level of immersion that I wish my audience to experience. 

 

Early in 2013 I experimented with the idea of aural-visual transcription. That 

is, the idea that music might be able to be translated into a visual field. This 

came about with the initial research into Len Lye’s work. While I can 

appreciate that Lye was working in an era very different to any that I have 

ever experienced it is his dedication to movement and energy, ageless 

concepts that I too am concerned with, that keep his work unquestionably 

relevant to my own practice. Lye mentioned that he had once had the 

thought, “if there was such a thing as composing music there could be such 

a thing as composing motion. After all there are melodic figures, why can’t 

there be figures of motion?”27 He pursued the idea of choreographing motion 

in a similar way to how music is notated. Being from a musical background 

myself and, perhaps most importantly, being a synaesthete, as it has been 

suggested that Lye was too, I felt drawn to his work and was deeply 

interested in exploring the idea of creating motion from sound. If composing 

motion is possible then it should also be possible to translate from sound to 

visual, it all comes down to how we interpret energy. 

 

‘Energy cannot be created or destroyed, it can only be changed from one 

form to another.’ This is the law of conservation of energy. This idea has 

been of interest to me for the last year particularly after taking a paper on 

digital music recording and production techniques in 2012 when I was 

introduced to the MIDI instrument. It takes kinetic action, such as a finger 

tapping a key and translates that into digital information, which is then used 

                                                        
27 Jean-Michel Bouhours, Roger Horrocks, Len Lye, ex. cat. Paris, Centre Pompidou, 2000, p. 
179  
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to produce the corresponding sound waves through a speaker, which is then 

heard as sound. While no actual noise is created directly by the action, that 

action is translated into sound. If the energy from a physical movement can 

be transformed into a soundwave and experienced as music, then by a 

similar idea we should be able to do the opposite, make music into moving 

image. The first experiment had to be broken down into some form of 

notation. Given that the tones of a single octave scale feel as though they 

rise or fall I chose to take the act of a glass filling with water. The higher the 

waterline, the higher the note. The clip was split into 8 sections, each 

representing a different note of the scale, and then rearranged in 

accordance with the well-known song, Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star28. Not 

entirely happy with the result I tried a similar idea with milk to get a solid tone 

and more viscous to produce less turbulent filling and therefore more steady 

level line. Again, still sensing something was missing I added colours to the 

‘notes’ in accordance with the colours that I experience when hearing the 

song29. This in itself was extremely challenging as my colours are very 

specific, many being variants of green. It was very hard to reproduce the 

exact colours using the editing software. Ultimately these experiments had 

to be set aside as the desire to work with an original soundtrack and a 

different medium began to take precedence. While not unsuccessful these 

require further experimentation, the time for which I did not have as other 

works came to the front. Keen to continue with energy as motion I turned 

back to Lye for inspiration. This came in two forms: a refreshed view on 

direct-filmmaking techniques and insight into “Art as an ‘homage to 

energy.’”30  

                                                        
28 View still image in appendix 1, fig. 8 
29 View still image in appendix 1, fig.9 
30 Horrocks. Composing Motion, p. 82 

In the same line of thought is the way we interpret music as rise and fall of 

energy and the story a piece of music can convey. Looking at classical 

styles, and in particular sonata form, there is a clear relationship between 

the narrative curve and the theory of sonata and symphonic structure from 

both a technical point of view and emotive one. In addition to this it is worth 

keeping in mind the way that music has a tendency to be explained in visual 

terms, despite being an aural stimulus. As a musician myself I have always 

had a strong connection to the emotive power of music, particularly classical 

music. Most of my past films have been accompanied by music I have 

composed and performed myself. My main aims with these pieces has been 

to create atmospheric music that complimented the visuals rather than 

music that would describe the action as is seen in many Hollywood style 

films. This year I knew that I wanted to take the music to another level to a 

point where music and visual would become one, following the same 

essential motivation. 

 

The physical reality of sound is that it travels in waves. It has no tangible 

existence and is pure energy. However Michael Rofe notes in his paper 

Dimensions of Energy in Shostakovich’s Symphonies that Neil Todd 

suggests that there is a physiological basis for the ‘motion’ that we feel in 

music, “that sound directly activates the vestibular apparatus of the inner ear 

that is also responsible for our sense of self motion…the sense of 

‘movement’ is a common percept when listening to music.”31 Interestingly in 

the same paper Rofe then goes on to question this idea in relation to 

Aristotle’s definition of movement; 

 

                                                        
31 Michael Rofe, Dimensions of Energy in Shostakovich’s Symphonies, Farnham, Ashgate 
Publishing Ltd. 2012, p. 9 
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If Aristotle’s definition of motion as a change in substance, quantity, 

quality or position is accepted, then sounds do not ‘move’ in the 

same sense as objects in the physical world. For instance, in the 

melodic pattern C-D-E, there is no continuous change in pitch 

through, say, glissando; rather, each new pitch displaces its 

predecessor. The brain must therefore stitch together a series of 

individual ‘nows’ into a broader pattern, and it is through that virtual 

pattern that musical motion takes place”32 The connection between 

this and the act of filmmaking is remarkable. In the same way that 

the C-D-E pattern described gives a sense of ascending motion 

despite no actual continuous change, filmmaking also forces the 

brain to link the ‘individual nows’ of different frames, resulting in 

perceived motion. This is even more strongly demonstrated in 

animation, where there is no motion being recorded, (no ‘glissando 

of vision’ so to speak) rather, it is orchestrated and as Lye put it, it is 

‘composing motion.’ 

 

Mulling over these ideas for months the original narrative and action for 

Youngbloods began to take on new meanings and morphed thematically. At 

the same time my earlier experiments with translating sound to image grew 

in significance. Though at the time my ability to return to this was limited I 

did adapt a similar technique later in Youngbloods using jump cuts and 

rearrangement of sequence for a similar effect as discussed in the previous 

section. In addition to the work with Youngbloods, ideas were coming 

together for my final film for the year. This animated film, Untitled No.1, uses 

the sonata form to shape the soundtrack and lull the audience in and out of 

various degrees of stimulation. Animated shapes are layered to the 
                                                        
32 Ibid., p. 9 

movement of the soundtrack to bring together the experience as a whole 

and allow for the appreciation of movement in itself, outside of any explicit 

narrative. 

 

Four: Animation and direct filmmaking. 

 

Len Lye was said to be an artist who was, above all else, concerned with, 

‘the mystery of motion’33 He was devoted to expressing movement in its 

purest form. He pursued painting, drawing and sculpture in his early years 

through the 1920’s in an attempt to find a way to capture this 

underestimated inspiration until, in 1923, while living in Sydney, Australia34, 

he saw a film which became the turning point of his artistic career. Pearls 

and Savages, a documentary by Australian filmmaker Frank Hurley, 

changed Lye’s view on kinetic art. He came to the realisation that film would 

be, for him, a better medium to portray motion than kinetic sculpture had 

been in recent years. From this point on, Lye paved his way through the film 

world, becoming a pioneer in direct filmmaking and animation techniques, 

earning himself a spot among the great artists of the 20th century.  

 

Possibly one of the most significant techniques Lye worked with was direct 

filmmaking. This was done by scratching, printing, drawing, painting, cutting 

and exposing directly onto filmstrip without the use of a camera. It is 

considered to be the only type of film making that absolutely qualified for the 

‘auteur theory’ in that it was not subjected to the dilution or interference of 

the industrial process and collaborative nature of other forms of 

                                                        
33 Horrocks., Composing Motion, p. 2 
34 Bouhours, Horrocks, Len Lye, p. 180 
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filmmaking.35 The director, or in this case rather, the artist, has complete 

control to allow his/her vision to be fully realised. While direct filmmaking 

holds up to this theory, it also meant that without the need for cameras, 

lighting and complicated editing technology, film became accessible for any 

person to experiment with. Filmmaking did not have to be a highly 

specialised, technological and collaborative process. It was this aspect of 

direct filmmaking that led Lye straight into it. After producing his first film, 

Tusalava (1929) Lye spent five years gathering funds to create his next film. 

In the mean time however, direct filmmaking provided Lye with a way to 

continue his animation experiments with motion. He had already been 

working with the technique while in Sydney, though he never completed a 

film and no cuts exist today.36  

 

Suggestion as to who specifically invented the direct filmmaking technique is 

slim and unsupported by material evidence. Bruno Carra and Arnaldo Ginna, 

artists from the Futurist movement, wrote in 1912 in their manifesto, Abstract 

Cinema-Chromatic Music, about hand painted films they had created titled, 

The Rainbow and, The Dance but none survive as proof. Filmmakers in the 

1920’s would scratch images onto filmstrip for comic effect but never as a 

serious style in its own right. Perhaps the earliest example of true direct 

filmmaking is a piece by Man Ray, Return to Reason, (1923) a short piece 

where he used his rayogram technique, scratching onto celluloid combined 

with clips of exposed film strip. Films made specifically by scratching onto 

black, exposed celluloid have been labelled scratch films or scratch on films. 

It is this method that I have come to use in my own work over the last few 

years, the most so in 2013.  

                                                        
35 Horrocks, Art That Moves, p. 56 
36 Bouhours, Horrocks. Len Lye, p. 180 

 

Animation has been a technique I have utilised since the beginning of my 

studies in 2009. Given that specialised training in animation was not offered 

I took it upon myself to learn simple animation styles including stop-motion, 

scratch film and hand-drawn two-dimensional animation. Having little 

experience with computer-aided animation I still feel I can confidently say 

that I favour the looseness of these more hands-on styles. They are less 

predictable and bare the hand of the artist. Man Ray had noted this in his 

own experiments with direct filmmaking. Using his rayogram technique, he 

placed objects to be exposed on to the filmstrip without regard for the fact 

that the composition would eventually be split into separate frames37. In 

Return to Reason, one can see this in action when comparing adjacent 

frames. In fig. 1 the frames are arranged as they would have been on the 

filmstrip when it was originally exposed. The full shapes of the nails can 

been seen easily as they were placed on the film. Fig. 2 demonstrates the 

way the same frames appear on a timeline. The discontinuity between 

frames shows how jumpy the resulting motion image is as there is no steady 

transformation of the nails from frame to frame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        
37 Bouhours, Horrocks, Len Lye, p. 202 
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In doing this, Man Ray took full advantage of the element of chance. 

Unpredictability and chance are elements I like to harness in my own work, 

both when animating and filming with actors. In the filming of Youngbloods, 

in a similar way to Man Ray setting up strips of film with nails in a way that 

was aesthetically appealing, I dressed the characters and settings in ways 

that provided a lot of visual appeal and had them perform scenes in ways 

that were visually interesting. In addition to this, in casting my actors I chose 

people who were friends and set them up in situations that came naturally so 

that for the most part, they were not acting at all but rather spending time 

with friends. In this way there is no line dividing ‘on screen’ and ‘off screen’ 

they were always in character. After establishing these natural and 

appealing settings it was simply a matter of getting a cameras perspective 

on an already ideal scene. Everything within the scene is useable footage, 

while chance still plays a huge part, none of the footage is out of place and 

as the filmmaker I am able to select based on visual appeal rather than 

between what is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. 

 

With the rapid decline of major motion-picture film stock producers Fuji and 

Kodak, working with actual 16mm filmstrip became impossible, particularly 

with the closure of commercial film processing units around the country. The 

expense and impracticality of the medium was something I couldn’t burden 

myself with in my current situation. Instead I took it upon myself to develop a 

way to be able to use similar principles to produce animation with the 

scratch film feel. I began stringing together pieces of A5 paper to form giant 

filmstrips. Hanging them against the wall I could draw down the strips in a 

similar way to how you might when producing a scratch film38. Each A5 

sheet represented one frame and one advantage was that I could make 

strips of 12 frames to represent one second of footage, meaning I could 

better keep tabs on timing and how much footage I was creating. My initial 

experiments were unfortunately lost before I was able to animate them and I 

took a half-year before I was able to return to the experiments in 2012. Since 

then I have been able to tackle the issues of keeping the frames flat, using 

inks on the thin paper caused buckling and made it hard to animate. My 

version of scratch film cannot be considered direct filmmaking, it still 

requires a camera to capture the frames and animation software to make it 

viewable, the ability to draw across multiple frames and let perfection go in 

favour of chance was the main goal I had aimed to achieve rather than 

staying true to the theory of camera-less filmmaking. I feel as though I have 

found a substitute for the short term to allow me to produce scratch film-like 

                                                        
38 Image of the process in appendix 1, fig.10 

Figs 1,2.  
Man Ray, Return to 
Reason, (selected 
frames),1923,  
16mm, 3minutes 
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animation. Now, in 2013 I have once again returned to the work, having 

resolved the previous problems and refined my style. 

 

While the sorts of artists who I look to for inspiration, such as Lye and Man 

Ray were practicing many decades before I was even born, I cannot help 

but feel a connect between their film work and my own. I have some trouble 

relating to many modern film-artists, for a large part because of the 

influences of pop culture, societal critique and political commentary. To 

clarify, I feel that film (and art in general) is expected to say something about 

the world, something that will be appreciated by an audience. Many 

filmmakers focus on highlighting socio-political issues and deviate from 

expressing an appreciation of movement sound and colour. These are the 

things that I am concerned with in my work. One artist that I have looked into 

has been William Kentridge, a drawer working in the medium of film. I found 

the juxtaposition of mediums very interesting and of course very relevant 

aesthetically (and in some ways historically) to my own work but that was 

where the similarities stopped. Again, Kentridge is concerned with socio-

political issues, or rather affected by these. In his words “his work is not 

‘about’ apartheid.”39 I certainly intend to further look into his techniques as I 

find the style intriguing and something that I could perhaps develop to suit 

my own style. Experimentation at the least would be beneficial to expand my 

ways of thinking about interpretations of motion in film. So while I have made 

efforts to identify with more modern artists I have also found it difficult to find 

ones that I can relate to in the film world on a conceptual level. I feel that the 

techniques and ideas of some of the artists I have focused on are ones I 

have been able to source a great amount of inspiration from through 

                                                        
39 Dan Cameron, William Kentridge, London, Phaidon Press Ltd, 1999, p. 43 

adapting into a modern setting to show that motion, energy and immersion in 

film are concepts that are impervious to the passing time. 

 

For my animated short-film, Untitled No.1, I have combined methods of two-

dimensional hand-drawn animation40 with my version of scratch filmmaking 

using pen and charcoal 41  as well as sequences reminiscent of the 

rayogram42. All clips are used in the negative to give a more ‘scratch film’ 

look. The first movement uses my scratch technique, a calm and consistent 

accompaniment to the music. Using simple shapes, primarily circles and 

straight lines, I use the hand drawn animation as the focus in the second 

and third movements of the soundtrack to highlight the percussive beats and 

guitar notes. Through the final movement there is a return to the scratch 

technique along with sections that mimic the methods of the rayogram. To 

accompany this, my composer, Mark Chirnside, created a highly emotive 

and hypnotic soundtrack that gives a sense to the viewer of being pulled and 

rocked by a current of energy, swelling through peaks and troughs as the 

piece deconstructs itself and resolves to self-implode. I feel this work has 

been the greatest success of the year as it has been received well by 

viewers, all of whom have commented on its entrancing nature and the 

sensations of being pulled into the piece. This, to me, shows that I have 

been able to successfully use modern adaptations of animation techniques 

used before digital media in both an aesthetic sense and in the way that they 

lend themselves to baring the hand of the artist as well as achieving my 

ultimate goal of creating an immersive experience for the viewer where the 

music and visuals become a single entity. 

                                                        
40 View still image in appendix 1, fig.11 
41 View still image in appendix 1, fig.12 
42 View still image in appendix 1, fig.13 
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Conclusions 

 

My studio practice for 2013 culminates in a pair of short films. The primary 

piece is, Untitled No.1, to be accompanied by Youngbloods as supporting 

work. This pairing brings together my experiments in filmmaking as a 

medium to express energies and to provide an immersive experience for the 

viewer. The first film introduces the audience to my initial experiments and 

goals. As discussed in this essay, Youngbloods brings together the 

elements of experimentation in aural-visual translation I did at the beginning 

of the year with a pursuit of narrative filmmaking as well as my aim to 

produce an homage to the energy of youth. Taking note from Brakhage’s 

works, Youngbloods, became more focused on the gestural and kinetic 

elements of the action, which were then choreographed against the music. 

Through leaving more up to the imagination of the viewer I have been able 

to create a more engaging work, both in terms of the characters actions and 

thoughts and in terms of the movement itself, allowing subjects to come and 

go through scenes giving a heightened concept of movement. The 

soundtrack to Youngbloods is an important example in the development of 

energy through sound. The film uses early drafts of the music, which would 

later form the longer piece used in Untitled No.1.  

 

From here the exhibition goes on to show Untitled No.1 an animated film 

which brings together my ideas on motion in relation to music. It resolves 

many of the lines of enquiry addressed in my research topics, from my early 

animations and in Youngbloods. In the studio research and practice I have 

found success in producing a technique that gives a scratch-film feel while 

also maintaining a hands-on approach to the practice. While my use of this 

is somewhat limited, in that I focused mainly on line work, I wish to 

investigate the full range of applications of this technique with further study. 

Finally, Untitled No.1 has also provided a platform through which to present 

a notion of narrative energy through musical soundtrack. Though this film 

does not explicitly portray any story of characters, it does make use of 

sonata form, as discussed in section Three, to bring the audience through a 

range of emotions before coming to a resolution. Throughout the five 

movement piece energies rise and fall producing the hypnotic experience I 

wished to achieve. This film is the conclusion to my idea that motion and 

energy can be the pure basis for filmmaking. While we may separate these 

things from our firm notion of ‘narrative’ in our heads there is no denying that 

energy and motion in themselves are narrative forces at play. Motion, 

energy and music alone can evoke a strong sense of involvement, empathy 

and resolution without the need for a plot line or explicit narrative. 

In conclusion, I can surmise that while I have been torn simultaneously 

between rejecting and accepting narrative, the overwhelming evidence 

points to notions of narrative being unavoidable in my work, be it through 

character or through music. All areas that I have researched, in particular 

energy, movement, immersion and empathy, are aspects to my work that, 

while not relying on, are complimented and encouraged by narrative. It 

cannot be ignored, however, that my opinion is affected heavily by my 

experiences with synaesthesia. While it is not a part of my life I fixate upon, 

it can also not be brushed aside as it effects my interpretation of all things 

sensory and most significantly for this project, my experience with the feeling 

of a narrative throughout the non-diegetic sounds and forms in Untitled No.1. 

Movement, whether it is animated and abstract or live-action and narrative 

must be paired appropriately with an emotive soundtrack to produce 

immersion for the viewer. The depictions of energy in the music and action 
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work simultaneously on the viewer to create an harmonious relationship, one 

that, in my opinion, would be incomplete and unsuccessful if either were 

absent or not developed to their full potential. Absolute, seamless focus 

must be maintained throughout the duration of the film in order to achieve an 

immersion experience for the audience. 
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Fig.1 
  

Man Ray, Return to Reason, (selected frames),1923, 16mm, 3minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 

 
Man Ray, Return to Reason, (selected frames),1923, 16mm, 3minutes 
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Fig.3 

Stan Brakhage, Loving, 1957, 16mm, 5minutes 
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Fig.4  

Clara Wells, Youngbloods, 2013, digital HD, 5minutes.  
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Fig.5 

Dir. Nima Nourizadeh, Project X, Green Hat Films, 2012, Digital HD, 

88minutes. 
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Fig.6 

Clara Wells, Youngbloods, 2013, digital HD, 5minutes. 
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Fig. 7. 

Clara Wells, Youngbloods, 2013, digital HD, 5minutes. 
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Fig.8 

Studio Experiment #2. Still image. 
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Fig.9 

Studio Experiment #3. Still image. 
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Fig.10 

The process of creating scratch-style animation using A5 paper and ink. 
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Fig.11 

Clara Wells, Untitled No.1, 2013, Digital HD, 7minutes 
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Fig.12  

Clara Wells, Untitled No.1, 2013, Digital HD, 7minutes 
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Fig.13 

Clara Wells, Untitled No.1, 2013, Digital HD, 7minutes 
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